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By Jerry Belanger

The best advice on raising dairy goats. This
indispensable, fully illustrated guide provides the very
latest practical information for dairy goat owners.
All of the essentials are covered here,
including: individual breeds, breeding and kidding,
feeding and housing, milking and dairying, health
care and disease prevention.
New Edition, 283 pages

To place your order visit:
iamcountryside.com/shop
Call: 970-392-4419
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Proud supporters of Pedigree International

A SAVANNA BREEDER
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Bred by Koenie Kotze of South Africa
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Christine Baize
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goat journal : : from the editor

FROM
THE
EDITOR
KEEP IT CHILL ...

W

HO NEEDS COATS for
goats? Aren’t they about
as smart as sweaters for
chickens (which are actually a very
Rosey Posey
BAD idea for a flock). Well … kind
of. It depends on the situation.
Right before Kate Johnson’s
story landed in my inbox, we had a cold snap here in
Fallon, Nevada. It plummeted from 71 degrees F on a
Saturday afternoon to 8 degrees F Monday morning.
Thank goodness it wasn’t kidding season. I worried
about Cyborg, our tiny special-needs fainting goat.
Nah, they were all fine. They huddled into the
bedding as families, keeping each other warm.
But Rosalind, my mini-Nubian, needed a little
care. She always develops a thick winter coat and
stays in good condition. But this year I noticed
crusty sores on her nostrils. My poor Rosie-Posey
had parapoxvirus, which hadn’t spread to the other
goats, but was making her feel under the weather.
We hadn’t completed our seasonal health checks
on that 71-degree Saturday so we continued the next
day, as the cold winds rushed in. Rosie just needed a
hoof trim and permethrin dust to avoid mites, but I
also used a gentle antibacterial wipe to clean her nose
and check if she had sores or just dirt. Just the stress
of those simple procedures made her start shivering.

I grabbed my thermometer to take a temperature. Too
low. She needed to be warmed up, before anything else.
Immediately, my husband and I shucked off our jackets
and coated our girl. She still shivered so we wrapped
our arms around her until she warmed up. Then we
switched our jackets out for an actual livestock coat to
prevent strangulation danger. All night and the next
day, she wore a coat, until her temperature stabilized.
Do you need coats for goats? Probably not, until that
moment when your doe kids during a cold snap, the
power goes out in the barn, or an older goat comes
down with a virus. And if that happens, it helps to
have one on hand.
MAY YOUR NEW YEAR BE BRIGHT
AND YOUR GOATS WARM!

TELL US ABOUT YOU!
Do you have a story suggestion for Goat Journal? Would you like to tell us how you dealt with a particular
problem … or ask for advice regarding an issue that didn’t go so well? Send your letters via email to
goatjournal@gmail.com or the old-fashioned way to Goat Journal, P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451.
6
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goat journal : : reader spotlight

ADGA

SECOND ANNUAL SHOW

T

HE SECOND ANNUAL ADGA
Sanctioned Show organized by the
Black Hills Dairy Goat Association
was held on September 21, on the
fairgrounds in Sundance, Wyoming.
We had 240 animals shown, 30 kids in
showmanship classes, and exhibitors
from six states.

Echo Miller with Alpenthal’s Dairy Goats from Sundance, Wyoming is taking a
break with senior herd sire Douglas, who won two Best of Breed and won
Best in Show.

Justin Neuhardt with Prairie
Paradise Farms in Fort Pierre,
South Dakota, getting a good
luck kiss.

Sara Mantei, from Sturgis, South Dakota,
with Prairie Bluffs Eleanor, Grand Champion
LaMancha in both rings.

Johnathon Neuharth with Prairie Paradise Farms
in Fort Pierre, South Dakota, and his goat Lisa,
dressed up for the costume class.
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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goat journal : : reader spotlight

Catherine McLean (Senior) and
Samantha McLean (Intermediate)
from Casaco Ranch in Loveland,
Colorado, won their showmanship
class along with Cleary Berlin
(Junior) from Flower Lion Farm in
Fort Collins, Colorado. Colin McLean
jumped in and joined the fun.

Lynn and Tinkerbell from JNL Acres in Fairplay,
Colorado, are participating in the Junior
Showmanship class.

Dragon Slayer Truet, with Dawnwind Dairy
Goats of Hermosa, South Dakota, is getting
interviewed during the costume class.

Jacob Brown, 13, from Big Horn, Wyoming
and his doe “Seven Humble Strawberry”
a wonderful example of his AI efforts
and won Champion Junior Doe.

If interested in the show or sponsorship of an event during the show,
please contact Tanja Miller, BHDGA President at
307-290-2324, or Frances Loehr, Treasurer/Secretary at 605-255-5155
8
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“ADGA Registered”
is not all about shows

its about your dairy goat’s longevity
and produccon
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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goat journal : : conversation

I am a Goat Journal subscriber
and love the magazine.
The November/December issue was
loaded with very helpful info on
in response to

BUMPS ON TEATS

minerals. Great job, keep up
the good work!
- David Glick

I have a first-time-milking Nubianmix goat with bumps on her teats. I
thought they were from biting flies, but
they are filled with milk. What is wrong
with this? No hard udder, great milker,
good creamy milk. Any suggestions?
— Thanks so much,
Mary Koons
Hi Mary,
It sounds like she has teat spurs. Here
is what one of our experts, Katherine
Drovdahl, says about the spurs:
"Teat spurs are a growth that shows
up attached to a teat. If they have orifices,
spurs will leak once the doe is in milk,
making her prone to mastitis. Many of
these teat problems can be genetic."
It's good that she's such a great milker,
but if they are due to genetics, you might
want to reconsider breeding her again.
Either way, be sure you use a good teat
dip or other antibacterial product before
and after you milk her, to avoid mastitis.
You can read the rest of Katherine's story
about udder and teat deformities here:
backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com/
health/the-udder-scoop-on-goat-teats/
Good luck with your goat!
Marissa Ames
Editor, Goat Journal

WE LOVE HEARING
FROM YOU!
10

in response to

HOW TO
DEAL WITH
AGGRESSIVE
BUCKS AND
UNRULY GOATS
In the
september/october
2019 issue:

Absolutely love this article on goat training. I have
two wethers, bottle-fed boys. Never had any
problems with them. Hopeless on the lead, have tried
but they play too much. I agree with you about being
gentle and kind to them, always. This is how I treat
my boys, why they are so good. Love them to bits.

Leave us a review on
facebook.com/goatjournal/
reviews

GOAT JOURNAL | january/february 2020

— Petra Lovett

Goat Journal
P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451
or email goatjournal@gmail.com

UPGERSSATHDAEN

FOR L
MONTH
$1 MORE A

goat journal : : reader photos

1

2

1. 2. How to save a life ... This little girl was a
serious runt and when we went out for evening
chores a few days ago, she was lying off by
herself, cold and lethargic. After squirting a
wee bit of goat milk into her mouth she started
rooting just a little, so we let her latch on. After a
giving her several minutes to fill her little tummy,
we put her back with mama and helped her
latch on. We weren't sure if she would make it
through the night, but she “Princess Buttercup”
hung in there! Submitted by Ande Pellet

PH O TO S

3. My name is Christina Knill of CJ’s
Goats. I'm proud to be in the agriculture
industry. Commercial Boer goat farming
is becoming popular day by day and its
demand is high throughout the world. I love
my goats! Submitted by Christina Knill
4.-6. These two-day-old triplets got to explore
outside the barn and enjoy a beautiful warm
day we had in Indiana this week. Submitted by
Craig, of Runyan Farms Nigerian Dwarf Goats.

3
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7. 8. Here are a few pictures from our farm,
“Gidget’s Hobby Farm.” We are in Northern
Minnesota. We have special issues due to low
selenium, well water high in iron causing copper
deficiency, AND subzero temperatures for
much of our kidding season. After conformity,
attitude, and milk production, I added breeding
for color. Submitted by Gidget Peterson

5
4

6

ways to share:
email photos in jpg format to
goatjournal@gmail.com
message us on facebook:
facebook.com/goatjournal

7

tag us on instagram or
use #goatjournal:
instagram.com/goatjournal

8

mail your entry to:
goat journal
p.o. box 566
medford, wi 54451

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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back from the vet : : featuring dr. katie estill dvm

JOHNE’S DISEASE
Once identified within a herd,
there is no specific treatment for
Johne’s disease. There are,
however, methods to
control its spread.

I

T CAN LURK IN YOUR HERD FOR YEARS
without causing any signs of illness. It can spread
rapidly from animal to animal, infecting an entire
herd. When animals do show signs of infection, there
is no treatment or method to slow progression of
disease. It is often fatal. There is no vaccine available
to prevent it. What is this insidious disease?
Johne’s disease, or Mycobacterium avium subspecies
paratuberculosis, is a bacterial infection of goats and
other ruminants. It is contagious and fatal. The bacteria
can survive in the environment for several months, and
is resistant to heat, cold, drying, and moisture. Though
the prevalence of Johne’s is not well established in
goat herds, some studies indicate that up to 50+%
of herds may have Johne’s-infected animals. Dairy
cattle herds have the highest prevalence, with 68% of
herds having an animal test positive for the disease.
The infection is highly contagious and may be spread
from animal to animal; with cross species, such as
cow to goat or goat to sheep, transmission as well.
Goats contract the infection when a new animal,
usually asymptomatic, is brought into the herd and
is shedding the bacteria in their manure. Infected
goats can also spread the bacteria to their kids, either
across the placenta, through milk, or infected manure.
Young animals appear to be the most susceptible to
infection. Once swallowed, the bacteria invade the
intestine, primarily the part called the ilium, and lives
within white blood cells there. The infection can live
in the intestine for years without causing any signs
of illness. During this time, however, the animal is
able to shed the bacterium in their milk and manure.
As the disease progresses, so does the shedding of
the bacteria. At some point, anywhere from two to
10 years after infection, the bacteria begin to spread
throughout the goat. There is an increased immune
response to the bacteria, causing the formation of

14
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inflammatory tissue. As the primary infection is within
the intestine, this inflammatory tissue forms there. This
inflammation, known as granulation, causes thickening
of the intestine, impeding its ability to absorb nutrients.
Eventually, the inflammation spreads to the lymph
nodes of the intestine, and then throughout the body.
Animals infected with Mycobacterium avium subsp.
paratuberculosis go through several stages of disease.
Initially, infected animals appear to be normal and
healthy. Unfortunately, after the early stages of the
infection, these apparently healthy animals can be
shedding the bacteria. As the infection progresses,
often after years, animals may begin to show signs of
these infections. Due to the intestinal inflammation
caused by the bacteria, a primary sign of infection is
weight loss. Unlike cattle infected with Johne’s, goats
do not often show signs of diarrhea. Occasionally,
they can have clumpy or pasty stool. As there are
multiple diseases of goats that can manifest as
weight loss, such as caseous lymphadenitis and
intestinal parasites, it is important to work closely
with a veterinarian to confirm a diagnosis.
Diagnosis of infection with Mycobacterium avium
subsp. paratuberculosis can be made in several ways. In
animals suspected to have died due to the infection,
veterinary necropsy is advised. Inflammation of the
intestinal tissue is readily visible in these animals, as
well as enlargement of the intestinal lymph nodes.
When found, this abnormal tissue can be tested to
assess for presence of the bacteria. In live animals, there
are multiple tests available to determine if infection is
present within your herd or a specific animal. When
choosing a test, consulting with your herd veterinarian,
and establishing your testing goals are imperative.
There are three different methods of laboratory
tests for Johne’s. The first is PCR. PCR is a rapid and
inexpensive test that assesses for the presence of the

mycobacterium’s genetic material
large numbers of animals quickly,
within the sample. Sample types
making it very inexpensive.
used for this test are manure
Though it is inexpensive, it is the
or tissue. Culture is the second
least sensitive of the three tests.
method of testing. Culture also uses ELISA tests will be positive in only
manure or tissue samples. These
30-50% of animals that will show
test samples are monitored for eight infection on PCR or culture. This
weeks to assess for growth of the
is because antibody production
bacteria. Heavily contaminated
against the bacteria occurs after
samples can generally be ruled
shedding of the bacteria in manure.
positive more rapidly, but labs will
Once identified within a herd,
continue the incubation period to be there is no specific treatment for
confident in a negative result. Due
Johne’s disease. There are, however,
to its more rapid
methods to
turnaround
control its
time, PCR tests
spread. Testing
Though the
have largely
is necessary
prevalence of Johne’s
replaced culture
to identify
tests. When
infected animals
is not well established
used at a whole
and careful
herd level,
record must be
in goat herds, some
both of these
kept to ensure
studies indicate that
tests can be
knowledge
performed more
of positive
up to 50+% of herds
economically by
and negative
may have Johne’spooling samples.
animals.
Samples
Manure must
infected animals.
are pooled,
be handled
generally five
appropriately,
samples per
ensuring that
pool, and tested as one. Should
the more susceptible young animals
there be a positive in a pooled
are not exposed to contaminated
sample, the five samples mixed
manure. Kidding must occur in
for that test are then tested
clean pens or on clean pastures. As
individually. It is recommended
the bacteria can also be found in
to send your samples with the
milk, pasteurization of milk fed to
animals listed on the form in order
kids is imperative.
of decreasing age. This allows
Milk must be pasteurized at
the oldest, and most likely to be
145 degrees F for 30 minutes for
shedding, animals to be pooled
batch pasteurization or 162 F for
together. The third method for
15 seconds for flash pasteurization.
testing for Johne’s is called an
If pasteurization is not possible,
ELISA. This test assesses for
feeding of milk replacer is advised.
antibodies to the bacteria within
As pasteurization of colostrum is
the animal’s milk or blood. It
difficult, it should only be fed from
provides a numeric result, with
test-negative does. If possible, testthe higher numbers indicating
positive animals should be culled
greater likelihood of infection.
from the herd. If not possible,
The ELISA test was made to test
these animals must be carefully

managed to decrease spread as
they are shedding the disease.
Prevention of Johne’s within your
herd is far better than having to
control it. There are simple ways
to prevent the transmission of the
disease into your herd. First and
foremost, prevent introduction of
positive animals to your herd. If
possible, operate a closed herd,
with the introduction of no outside
animals. If you do add outside
animals, ensure they come from a
test-negative herd and that you are
able to see the negative test results.
Herds that offer multiple negative
tests are more to be preferred. If
you are buying kids, ensure they
come from test-negative does.
When considering tested animals,
place more value on fecal PCR
than on ELISA results. Johne’s is
a costly disease, and it is much
easier to prevent its introduction to
your herd than it is to eradicate it.
If you have not assessed
your herd for the presence of
Mycobacterium avium subsp.
paratuberculosis, it is advised you
do so. There are states offering
certification programs to establish
test negative herds. It is only by
identifying shedding animals that
the spread of disease is able to be
stopped. Work closely with your
veterinarian as you establish a
Johne’s program for your herd.
SOURCES
The Johne’s Information Center —
University of Wisconsin-Madison
School of Veterinary Medicine
(johnes.org/)
AGDA — adga.org/johnes-disease
aphis.usda.gov/aphis/ourfocus/
animalhealth/nvap/NVAP-Reference-Guide/Control-and-Eradication/Johnes-Disease

DR. KATIE ESTILL DVM is a veterinarian consultant for Goat Journal, Countryside & Small Stock Journal, and
Countryside online. She works with goats and other large livestock at Desert Trails Veterinary Services in
Winnemucca, Nevada.
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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katherine’s caprine corner : : featuring katherine drovdahl

Do you have a question for Katherine’s Caprine Corner?
Send it to us at goatjournal@gmail.com.
Katherine Drovdahl, MH CA CEIT DipHIr QTP, answers your questions about avoiding moldy
feed, what to do if does breed too young, and feeding pregnant does.
Q: How should I feed my bred does while they are pregnant?
A: We want to feed according to the stage of pregnancy, also known
as gestation in animals. There are three trimesters. The first trimester
has the greatest risk of creating birth defects. The second trimester
tends be slower but steady growth and more detailed formation of
all the body parts and organs while the third trimester is mainly
concerned with rapid growth of the kids in utero. Of course, that
is very simplified but will work well for your feeding plans. First
trimester is the most critical for keeping your goats away from molds
and other toxins. It also happens to coincide for many with the time
period that molds are more likely to grow as weather changes toward
fall and winter. If you feed black oil sunflower seeds (BOSS) as I do,
watch them very carefully for mold. They will mold inside of the seed
before light graying shows on the outside. Be sure they are hole-free
and don’t smell “off” as you open a bag. Always keep them and your
other feeds in a dry place. Check every flake of hay before you toss it
out. If it has “dust,” which is often mold spores, or other color or smell
irregularities, check it carefully. Fresh clean water, without hard water
minerals, goes without saying to ensure a good start on your next
generation. I avoid corn, which now is allowed to have up to deadly
levels of highly hepatotoxic aflatoxins for goats in them; or at the very
least enough to impair them and the unborn on a cellular level. Watch
for airborne and other chemical toxins as well. Also, clean-feed. I tend
to feed half alfalfa and half quality grass hay first trimester if they are
not lactating, and regular lactation feeds (alfalfa, rolled grains, BOSS,
kelp, herbal supplements) if they are. Second trimester generally finds
me just monitoring their weight and adjusting feed accordingly so that
they have some fleshing through the winter. We don’t want weight
loss while they are pregnant as that can create metabolic issues like
ketosis, but we don’t want fat gain either as long as they have at least
½ inch of pinch below their elbows. Third trimester is a very important
time to plan to introduce additional carbohydrates (grains) and plantbased minerals. Increase their feed every week over these last seven
weeks until you have them at full milking ration at kidding time.

Q: Why are mineral
feeds important while my
does are pregnant?
A: Plant mineral feeds are VERY
important during pregnancy AND
lactation. So, for many milkers,
especially dairy goats, that basically
means most of their life. Think of a
goat’s bones as their savings account
for minerals. We need to provide
enough minerals for the doe’s daily
cellular use, for her pregnancy, for
her growth if she is under about four
years old, and for her lactation if she
is in milk. Wow! That’s a lot of work!
We also want to remember that the
first trimester kid’s nervous system is
very mineral-dependent along with
their growth the other two trimesters.
Because of these considerations I
need enough plant minerals for her
to have extra to store in her bones to
build them up. She will need them
to keep her pasterns strong through
third trimester and to be ready for
milking to avoid milk fever. Plant
minerals are readily available to
your goat’s system to use and build
bone with. Mineral-rich plant foods
I like for my goats include alfalfa,
kelp, comfrey, carrots, dandelions (if
your soil is calcium-rich), some inner
tree barks, and some plant roots.

KATHERINE DROVDAHL and husband Jerry keep LaManchas, horses,
alpacas, and gardens on a small piece of Washington State paradise.
Her certifications, including Master of Herbology, help her guide
others through human or creature wellness problems. Her wellness
products, consultations, and signed copies of The Accessible Pet,
Equine, and Livestock Herbal are available at firmeadowllc.com.
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Q: How do I keep my hay from
molding in the winter months

Q: I have a doeling that was accidentally
bred at five months old. What can I do?

A: Healthy hay is so important for a goat that we definitely
want to protect it! You need to keep overhead and
windblown precipitation off, keep it off of the ground, and
stack only dry hay. Vapor barriers are extremely important
on metal roofing to avoid having condensation rain on
your hay. We also keep it OFF of the ground by stacking
it on pallets. Air movement around the hay helps avoid
both molding and internal combustion. Bales can combust
into fire if hay is baled too damp or damp hay is stacked
too tightly. Any bales that feel “heavy” often are higher in
moisture content and we don’t put them in the barn and
feed them right away. If we have several then I’ll pull the
hay ropes and separate the flakes to dry. Rock salt can also
be sprinkled between rows of bales to help draw minor
moisture out of them. To increase air movement around the
hay, we keep a gap between our hay stacks and the walls.
We also stack bales about four high onto a pallet and then
use our tractor to stack pallets so that air can move midway
through the stacks. It also makes it handy for handling as
we can pull a preloaded hay pallet with the tractor to move
it to our livestock barn rather than moving it by hand.

A: Is the doeling moderate- to strong-boned
as opposed to fine-boned? Is she otherwise
growthy for her age? Is she in good health? Do
we still have three or more months to work
with? In those situations, I have had people
carefully but on a weekly schedule increase
the plant nutrition levels and calories (while
watching her for proper weight) of the doeling
to really support their ability to be well plantmineralized and to encourage them to continue
to grow well during pregnancy. This has resulted
in normal kiddings. If they are much younger
than that or are fine-boned, small, or not well,
work with your veterinarian or a wellness
professional to help you assess the situation.

Happy New Year, everyone!
May this one be your best ever!

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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feature : : fescue

The Fear
of Fescue

Is It Fact or Fallacy
that Goats Can’t
Eat Fescue?

by KAREN KOPF

Photo by Stone Valley Ranch

R

ED BAG, ABORTIONS,
thickened placentas, founder,
necrosis, failure to freshen —
all are symptoms of fescue toxicity
… and yet tall fescue is one of the
most common forages for livestock
in both pasture and baled grass hay.
For the record: fescue can be
fed to goats. Including kids.
Troy Lohman of TNT Farms now
runs almost 1,000 goats a year. “I’ve
fed fescue all my life to cattle and
for the 27 years I've had goats. It’s
grazed, and excess fescue is baled
and fed through the winter.”
Native to Europe, tall fescue
was brought to the U.S. in the
1800s. It grows well in areas
where other forages do not and
is easy to maintain. It is insectresistant, tolerates drought, cold,
poor soil, foot traffic, and has
a long growing season. Many
producers rely on fescues for early
spring and late fall grazing.
Kellen Weissenbach of Little
Platte Farms has been raising
goats for more than 20 years and
is a fescue fan. “Fescue quickly
develops a usable stand in early
spring while most of the other cool
season grasses take an additional

18

Dominant animals may select preferred stems,
leaving the less preferred to the lowest
members of the herd. This results in fescue
consumption varying within a herd,
becoming concentrated in some animals.
two or three weeks to emerge from
dormancy. During years when hay
is in short supply and expensive,
these extra two to three weeks of
grazing time can translate into a
more predictable food supply and
cost savings for the farmer. We
graze goats on fescue and feed
it as hay. No issues, solid weight
gains, and frankly the hardiest and
most adaptable grass stands you're
going to get in much of the U.S.
All of our fields have at least some
fescue. It's unavoidable here.”
Stone Valley Ranch feeds
fescue as hay as well as forage.
Matthew Hall says, “Fescue
is important to me because it
stockpiles well for late grazing
and is green and nutritious
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while my summer grasses have
already gone dormant.”
The hardiness of fescue is
attributed to an endophytic fungus,
often called simply an “endophyte”
(endo = within, phyte = plant).
In the 1970s, after noticing issues
with cattle grazing fescue fields,
researchers discovered that the
same endophyte that protects
the plant also produces ergot
alkaloids. Ergot alkaloids can cause
a number of ill effects in livestock.
There are hundreds of species
of fescue — some more affected
by endophytes than others.
When discussing the risk, it is
important to know the cultivar.
There are some varieties — referred
to as “novel” — that produce an

endophyte toxic to insects but not
toxic to livestock. Fescue is not the
culprit — it is the endophyte status
and alkaloid concentration that
results in problems for livestock.
Most conversations about toxicity
refer to two specific endophyteinfected (EI) varieties Kentucky 31,
nicknamed the “Wonder Grass,”
and Alta, that were isolated and
made commercially available in
the 1940s. Both are still available
and widely planted today.
Stone Valley Ranch has tried
both. “I was talked into planting
the endophyte-free KY32 by the
local extension agent. After a few
years and dry summers my pasture
was patchy with bare spots. The
endophyte-free fescue did not
persist well so I reseeded KY31.”
Dr. Jennifer Duringer,
Endophyte Testing Lab, Oregon
State University says that, “It is
important to know the level of
endophyte infection and ergot
alkaloid concentrations in forage.
Alkaloid results vary by time of
year, within a field and even within
a feedbunk. The best way to avert
toxicity is to submit samples for
testing or purchase from a broker
with hay certified within desired
thresholds. The sample submitted
should represent the crop at the
time of feeding.” Testing in the
spring is representative of levels for
spring grazing, but if baling in the
summer the spring test will not be
representative of the baled feed.
Unfortunately for the goat
producer, testing has limited
value, as there are only established
thresholds for cattle, horses, and
sheep. Goats, while also a small
ruminant, do not always respond
the way sheep do. While many
believe goats and sheep to be
similar in their sensitivity, some
propose that goats are more
sensitive, but others say less.
Richard Browning Jr. PhD,
Tennessee State University,
concluded in his 2012 study, Tall
Fescue Toxicosis in Meat Goats,

A bioavailable line of minerals formulated by herbalist and
traditional naturopath Alethea Kenney. Created to improve
digestion, growth, health, immune function and reproduction.
Contains no fillers or artificial preservatives, non-GMO.

Back in Balance Blends:
Herbal Products for Livestocks

For Orders:
North Central Feed Products, LLC Zena Dunker
70 Alice St., P.O. Box 10 | Gonvick, MN 56644
1-877-487-6040 | ncfpllc@gmail.com
Can ship anywhere in the U.S.

Book Now Available:

An Ounce Of Prevention: Raising
and Feeding Animals Naturally
See website for more information.
Alethea Kenney,
B.S., D. Vet. Hom.
Shevlin, MN 56676
218-657-2502
info@borealbalance.com

The limited genetics of the Savanna create a
challenge for the breeder. The Ballifs specialize
in resurrecting old Savanna bloodlines from
the past, crossing them with current lines, thus
creating exceptional “Modern Antiques”. They
have traveled to acquire distinct bloodlines to
introduce into their breeding program. They have
been performing Artificial Insemination and Embryo
Transplants using the semen from original import progeny.
Sleepy Hollow is able to offer breeders original genetics
that are all DNA Parentage Verified! If you are searching
for that special Savanna that will set you herd apart,
contact Sleepy Hollow Farm today!
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“Goats have an
enhanced ability to
rapidly eliminate
plant metabolic
chemicals from
their body (i.e.
detoxification)
compared to sheep
and cattle. There
were thoughts
that goats may not
experience fescue
toxicosis. Goats rarely, if ever, exhibited clinical
signs recorded in other livestock on EI tall fescue.”
His study did show that fescue can impact growth
when compared to other forages: “Fescue toxicosis
probably poses a minor threat to goat productivity
as long as goats are not forced to graze pure EI tall
fescue stands for extended periods.” Most of the
reported negative effects of ergot alkaloids in goats
is based on observations of producers and not based
on tests, targeted research, or controlled studies.
According to Dr. Duringer, “90% of the samples
received at the lab are in the summer from hay harvest.
The remainder are from producers and veterinarians
to rule out alkaloids as the source of symptoms
in livestock.”
While fescue is often cited as the source of alkaloid
toxicity, other grasses, and especially perennial
ryegrass, commonly found in pasture grass mixes,
are susceptible to alkaloid producing endophytes,
and other classes of plants also produce alkaloids.
Many of the symptoms attributed to fescue
toxicity can have causes unrelated to alkaloids.

Photo by Stone Valley Ranch

A nice healthy mix of legumes, plentiful
access to fresh water, and ample
shade areas all help mitigate
the usual fescue issues, without
much input from the rancher.
20
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HOW CAN TOXICITY IN INFECTED FESCUE BE
MANAGED?
Dilution. Many growers will interseed infected
fescue with other varieties of grasses to lessen the
consumption of fescue. Forage diversity lowers the
potential ergot alkaloid intake. Mixed grass hay
follows this dilution concept. Little Platte, TNT,
and Stone Valley all practice crop dilution with
clover. Kellen has found that, “As long as you've
got a reasonable mix of legumes it just ‘works.’”
There is a risk with mixed hay that dominant
animals select the preferred stems, leaving the less
preferred to the lowest members of the herd. This
results in fescue consumption varying within a
herd, becoming concentrated in some animals.
Managed grazing. While the alkaloids distribute
throughout the plant, the highest concentration is
in seeds produced in summer months — which is
also when protein levels are lowest. Fescue is ideally
grazed and harvested while in the vegetative stage.

Troy Lohman says that he clips
I have never had them tested for
pastures after rotations to keep
alkaloids, but since these fields
the fescue in the growth stage
were established over 20 years
as long as possible. Despite this,
ago with K31 and no other grasses
his does seek out the seed heads
introduced, they are without
and eat them as a grain. He’s
question heavily endophytenever tested the alkaloid levels.
infected. Our farm is surrounded
Stone Valley does practice
on three or four sides by infected
rotational grazing but, “Years like
fescue fields as well. I have never
this year, the fescue went to seed
had an issue with fescue and goats,
early so every field had gone to
and frankly my cattle raising
seed when I rotated them in. They
neighbors rarely ever do either.”
grazed the heads off first and no
Selection. Research has found
one had any
that some
problems.
animals are
They did not
genetically
The height of alkaloid
scour and
more tolerant
maintained
than others.
production in summer
their
That has
production.
been Troy
typically does not coinI only
Lohman’s
supplement
experience
cide with the reproducmy goats
as well. “I've
during the
selected
tive aspects impacted
last month of
animals that
gestation and
can thrive
by alkaloids, if goats
first month
on EI fescue,
of lactation
reproduce at
are bred in the fall and
so they have
high kidding
to maintain
percentages,
kid in the spring.
production on
and raise
forage. I have
their kids
never had
on strictly
alkaloids tested. I have not had any
a fescue diet. Does that could
issues that I know of with fescue.”
not maintain condition on
Some goat producers avoid
fescue were culled.”
grazing fescue in the summer
Many successful breeders feed
months, but many do not. The
their goats EI fescue using these
height of alkaloid production
strategies.
in summer typically does not
Little Platte says, “If you look
coincide with the reproductive
at our fields, they have this in
aspects impacted by alkaloids,
common: a nice healthy mix of
if goats are bred in the fall
legumes, plentiful access to fresh
and kid in the spring.
water, and ample shade areas.
Kellen says, “I regularly graze
These are all things that can help
when seed heads are present, and
mitigate the usual fescue issues
the goats tend to hit the seed heads
for the most part, without much
pretty hard, again, with no issue.
input from the rancher.”
KAREN KOPF and her husband Dale own Kopf Canyon Ranch in Troy,
Idaho. They enjoy “goating” together and helping others goat. They
raise Kikos primarily, but are experimenting with crosses for their
new favorite goating experience: pack goats! You can learn more
about them at Kopf Canyon Ranch on Facebook or kikogoats.org.

Aluminum folding goat stands
Proudly Made in Vermont by
High Country Aluminum Products
Tel 802-281-8245
Toll Free 877-274-2721
www.HighCountryAluminum.com
More info & photos of stands at:
www.BirchRidgeFarm.com/
goatstands.html

Caring For
Cats, Dogs, Chickens,
Sheep, Cattle, Rabbits,
Goats, and More!
Veterinary Guide For
Animal Owners
2nd Edition

By C. E. Spaulding and JaCkiE Clay

iamcountryside.com/shop
970-392-4419
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GOAT BEHAVIOR

DEMYSTIFIED

WHY DO GOATS HEADBUTT? …
AND OTHER CONUNDRUMS
article and photos by TAMSIN COOPER

G

and single out meticulously the herbs and weeds
OATS ARE LIVELY CREATURES WHO
that they need. However, they will also graze grasses
entertain or frustrate us with their playful and
when more nutritious food is unavailable, and have
inquisitive behavior. Ever wondered why they
adapted well to this habit in their domesticated form.
act as they do? The survival strategies they developed
Mind you, they tend to take off grass and weed tops
before domestication equipped them to thrive in a
only, leaving them quite tall, and will reject pasture
difficult environment, where food was hard to find,
that they have trampled and
terrain rough, and predators
dunged. This may seem wasteful
many. The behaviors that evolved
to us, but it is actually parasite
have persisted throughout
A head-to-head butt is a
avoidance. Evolved to eat at head
domestication and have enabled
height or above, goats have not
them to adapt to many different
ritual to establish ranking
developed the resistance that
environments. They originated as
ground grazers, such as sheep,
wild animals in Middle Eastern
and priority access to
achieve. Goats who graze grass
mountains and, following
short are desperate for feed and
several domestication events,
resources. A head-to-flank
are prone to ingesting worms.
have been spread by human
The problem of finding elusive
herders throughout the world.
butt is last resort aggression
nutrition has equipped goats
with inventive problem-solving
WHY GOATS ARE BROWSERS
when a subordinate
skills paired with agile bodies
Where goats evolved in the
and dexterous lips. They will
mountains, forage was sparse
does not comply.
and patchy. Goats had to be
go to some lengths to access a
tidbit or escape, and they learn
skilled at finding and accessing
fast. For example, some goats
nutritious food in tricky locations.
figure out how to open latches or bolts on gates, and
The foraging style they adopt is called browsing: they
can learn from watching humans or other goats. They
are selective, choosing the most succulent plants and
are also willing to stand on their back legs or even
quickly moving on, ignoring more fibrous matter.
climb trees to snatch a few delicious leaves. Their lips
They prefer the leaves of bushes and trees to grasses,
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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navigate the spikiest bushes to pick fruit, flowers, or
young leaves. Goats investigate items with their lips,
but reject what they do not like or trust. Cautiously,
they may take time to accept a new foodstuff.

to known routes. They are not territorial, but tend to
cover a fixed area learned from their elders, although
mature males will range further to access new females.
They favor a fixed home base to return to at night
and during inclement weather to rest and shelter.
PROTECTIVE HABITS AND REFLEXES
They are shy of new places and can be wary of new
Their agility is also vital for predator avoidance.
objects, due to this urge to stay safe. Similarly, they feel
Wild-ranging goats are vulnerable when they descend
comfortable with a fixed routine, as they know what to
from rocky crags to water
expect and feel secure. If you
or feed. From a young age,
need goats to travel and stay
they must learn to escape
calm with new experiences
Goat behavior can sometimes be
to higher ground promptly
and people, they need
when threatened. They are
training while still young to
puzzling. It may be that a natural
naturally nimble, and play
prepare them for changes.
or training while young
Herd animals instinctively
behavior just seems irrelevant
enables them to develop their
avoid showing pain or
climbing skills. We enjoy
sickness when watched.
in a modern setting, and that it
the joyful acrobatics of kids,
Predators will pick out
who also appear to relish the
isolated, young or weak
is a trait that has evolved during
challenge of gates and fences.
animals. Ungulates are
their wild ancestry. For this reaGoats, like all herd animals,
known to prance and jump
are highly vigilant against
to discourage predators
son, it is important to understand
the threat of predation.
by displaying their fitness.
They prefer open ground
Lame goats may suddenly
goats’ normal behavior: both of
with clear sight lines. As
appear fit when you try to
they browse, they regularly
catch them. This is a reflex
the species and each individual.
scan their surroundings.
against being restrained,
Their eyes and ears are
which would be dangerous
quick to react to movement
for them in the wild.
or sound. They stay in a group as there is
protection in numbers: less chance of being singled
A LIFE OF RUMINATION
out, plus more eyes and ears to the task.
Rumination is a hidden labor, requiring plenty of
This need for protection balances their curiosity
rest and time. It allows goats to build and maintain
with caution. Even in the wild, goats prefer to stick
their bodies using only plant matter. Dairy goats
24
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produce more milk than is natural.
Consequently, their bodies work
harder and require extra nutrition
and rest. Goats mainly rest lying
on their sternums. Unlike horses,
their legs do not lock when
standing up. Dry lying places
are required for them to rest and
sleep, and enough space so that the
whole herd can lie down without
fighting for places. Goats prefer to
browse early in the morning and
in the evening, and rest up in the
middle of the day and overnight.
WHY GOATS BUTT AND FIGHT
The risk of predation and
harshness of their natural
environment has molded goats
into social animals who depend on
their companions for safety and
information. This inevitably leads
to competition for resources, as they
all want to benefit from the feed,
mates, and shelter that they find.
Survival is not served by injuring
family members or potential mates,
so hierarchy and ritual fighting
have evolved to settle disputes and
reduce fighting. A head-to-head
butt is a ritual to establish ranking
and priority access to resources.
A head-to-flank butt is last resort
aggression when a subordinate
does not comply. In the confined
spaces of the farmyard, it can be
harder for subordinates to get out of
the dominant’s way. Overstocking
increases frustration and bullying.
Goats that have been bullied may
transfer their aggression to others in
future. Butting is also used in play
fighting and when thrashing bushes
in play or to release frustration.
Goats may also wish to play with
or challenge humans. They do not
realize that our heads and hides are
not as tough as theirs. They may
butt humans for attention, feed, or
to prevent us from taking their feed.
If they feel that we present a threat
or competition, they may charge
us. The way that they perceive
us is not always what we intend.
The best way to prevent such
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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attentions is to discourage it from
early on. Avoid any rough play
with goats, even when very young.
Avoid pressing on the forehead
or any action that may be seen as
a challenge. Better to be seen as
their provider than a rival. Make
sure that they never get what they
are after as a result of butting.
BEHAVIOR CHANGES
The mating season brings huge
changes in behavior, increasing
clashes between males who
perform elaborate displays, altering
females’ disposition as they cycle
through estrus. Pregnancy alters
the hormonal balance, which again
may cause temporary changes in
sociability. Otherwise, behavior
changes can indicate health
issues, so it is well worth getting
to know your goats individually,

Temple Grandin’s

Guide to Working With Farm Animals
Safe, Humane Livestock Handling
Practices for the Small Farm
By Temple Grandin

Award-winning author Temple Grandin is famous for her
groundbreaking approach to decoding animal behavior. Now she
extends her expert guidance to small-scale farming operations.
Grandin’s fascinating explanations of how herd animals think —
describing their senses, fears, instincts, and memories — and how
to analyze their behavior, will help you handle your livestock more
safely and effectively. You’ll learn to become a skilled observer
of animal movement and behavior, and detailed illustrations will help
you set up simple and efficient facilities for managing a small
herd of 3 to 25 cattle or pigs, or 5 to 100 goats or sheep.

To get your copy visit: iamcountryside.com/shop
Or call: 970-392-4419
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monitoring their behavior and
responding to any changes.
Animals can perform out-ofcontext behavior when they are
anxious, confused, or frustrated.
If the problem is brief and they
resolve it, there is no lasting
harm. However, some longterm management conditions,
such as confinement in barren
or crowded pens, can lead to
chronic distress that manifests
itself in repetitive, and sometimes
damaging, comfort behaviors,
such as body or crib biting. These
habits can persist, even when the
cause of distress is removed.
Goat behavior can sometimes be
puzzling. It may be that a natural
behavior just seems irrelevant in
a modern setting, and that it is a
trait that has evolved during their
wild ancestry. For this reason,
it is important to understand
goats’ normal behavior: both of
the species and each individual.
In this way, we can provide for
their needs more easily, working
with them rather than struggling
to control them. If we know
what is normal, we can identify
when something is wrong.

A Well-Made Fence
Brings Peace of Mind!
By Gail Damerow

The World Leader in
GOAT Equipment and Supplies

If there’s a fence in
your future, don’t
waste time and money
on an ineffective
system. Make it one
you can rely on with
help from Fences for
Pasture & Garden.

Check out our milking machines and other
products for Goats, Cows, Sheep, Llamas.
Also everything you need to show livestock.
Great prices on cheesemaking and
soapmaking products, plus animal health,
grooming, milking, and gift items and books
for breeders, homesteaders, and hobbyists.
Plus you can’t beat our service!
Visit us at our new, improved web site:

iamcountryside.com/shop
970-392-4419

www.caprinesupply.com
1-800-646-7736 for orders or catalog
P. O. Box Y, DeSoto, KS 66018

TAMSIN COOPER
is a smallholder and goat
keeper in France. She
follows the latest research
on behavior, welfare, and
sustainability, and mentors
on animal welfare courses.
Find her at goatwriter.com.
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Whether exploring a desert canyon, rock
jumping at the beach, or hiking an alpine
trail, Frankie loves visiting new places.
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LIVING HER

Best Life
For the past few years, Frankie the goat has been traveling around the country with her parents,
Cate and Chad Battles, in their hand-painted Airstream. Covering more than 40,000 miles around
North America, Frankie’s enjoyed hikes and views most goats (and even people) have never seen.

To see the world through
Frankie’s eyes, follow her
Airstream adventures at
argosyodyssey.com
and find on Facebook and
Instagram @ArgosyOdyssey.

Owning goats has been a lifelong dream for me.
Before Frankie came into our lives and, long before
our Airstream journey began, we were raising
teenagers and running a bar in Asheville, North
Carolina. When a friend surprised me with an eightweek-old Pygmy/Nigerian Dwarf doeling, our lives
changed “furever.” Frankie grew up with three dogs
and would often go have playdates with the goat
next door. From early on, Frankie would join us
everywhere we went. We’d bring her to work and let
her forage around the property, she accompanied us
on camping trips, and loved joining us on local hikes.
After the bar was sold and the kids moved out on
their own, we decided to purchase an RV and travel
around the country with hopes of finding a new
home out West. Leaving behind Frankie was not an
option for us; we couldn’t fathom deserting a family
member. So, we sold our belongings and gathered up
Frankie and our last remaining dog, Maggie, and set
out on what would become an adventure of a lifetime.
We realized traveling with a goat would require
us to do more planning and there’d be obstacles
to overcome. However, never in a million years
would we have guessed at what a “natural” Frankie
would be at traveling. We could not have found a
better companion to share our adventures with.
Frankie and Maggie have been all over the country
including numerous national and state parks.
Whether we’re exploring a desert canyon, rock
jumping at the beach, or hiking an alpine trail, Frankie
loves visiting new places. After being nomadic for
quite some time, we eventually found a home base
in Southern Oregon. We continue to live fulltime
in our Airstream on a beautiful farm in Applegate
Valley and go on road trips as often as we can.

Cate Batt les
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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To see a children’s video about
Frankie and Maggie, visit YouTube
youtube.com/watch?v=mnRj5ZwUSvg
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PYGORA
PIONEER
article and photos by
ALIYA BREE HALL
Veneta, Oregon — It’s in the bathroom of Sonia Hall’s
house that her passion for goats comes through. On the
walls are plates with goats’ faces painted on them, framed
Pygmy sketches, embroidered goat hoops, a wood panel
saying, “Emerald Valley Pygmies,” and a painted wood
goat that says,“A nice lady and an old goat live here.”
Growing up and visiting my grandmother, I was used to the
goat trinkets and memories, but I didn’t realize how big of an
effect goats had had on her life, or how much she impacted the
goat world by helping Katharine Jorgensen pioneer the Pygora
breed. Hall was among the first Pygora Breeders Association
committee members in 1990, according to the association.
“Katharine Jorgensen was the one that really set this all up,”
Hall said. “This was fun and games. I don’t know if anyone else
did any spinning with the fleece, it was just, ‘Can we get this?’”
Pygoras were developed by Jorgensen in Oregon City,
Oregon, during the 1980s, according to the Pygora Breeders
Association website. On a visit through a Southwestern
reservation, Jorgensen was struck by the colored longhaired goats and she wanted to then make colored
mohair. Her plan was to produce mohair the color of
Pygmy goats, but the Pygmy undercoat was too short
and she decided to breed a Pygmy to an Angora buck.
Eventually she got the fleece color she was looking for.
Hall started breeding Pygoras in 1984 because she
wanted to get that cashmere fleece blend. She bred Pygmies
with both Angora and Cashmere goats, and said that the
Pygora fleece came close to what she was looking for.
“It’s not as nice a fleece as the Angora or cashmere. It’s
an in between,” she explained. “I was crossing Cashmere
and Pygmies to get a finer quality, but the Angora would
make it softer and it has a beautiful shine to it. It was a fun
thing to play with and play God doing all this breeding.”
TOP: Sonia Hall was among the first to breed Pygoras in the early ’80s.
She was on the first Pygora Breeders Association committee in 1990 and
bred the animals for five years.
MIDDLE: Hall still has mohair from her Pygoras, along with a spool of spun
Pygora hair. Underneath is a woven poncho made from cashmere that
Hall’s mother made.
BOTTOM: A seat cover made from a variety of different goat fleeces, including
both Pygora and Angora. Hall bred Pygoras specifically for the fleece.
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Goat memorabilia hangs on the walls of Sonia Hall’s bathroom. Along with
the sketches and embroidered hoops, she also has plates with painted goat
faces and a painted wood goat that says, “A nice lady and an old goat
live here.”

Old photos Hall has includes a picture of Pygmies, Hall’s daughter
Dawn showing a Pygmy and a photo of Hall and Dawn showing
Pygmies together. Hall said that she was “not a good showman,”
but she did win some blue ribbons.

The fiber was the big appeal, and she would spin it
Eventually, Hall’s numbers began to diminish.
with her father while her mother weaved with it. The
She said that she just had smaller and smaller
goal wasn’t to sell it, but to make for hobby purposes.
quantities and decided that “enough was enough.”
“I enjoyed spinning. When it was hot in the
“I got tired of it I guess, not any big deal,” she said.
summer, I felt like I was was accomplishing
The biggest challenge for her was selling what was
good stuff,” she said. “We kept it in the family
left of her herd, but she was able to find a man in
because it seemed easier. I wasn’t going to spin
Springfield who purchased the goats for the meat.
enough to be a production line person.”
“They’re fun animals to have,” she said. “Goats
To this day, Hall has hooked wool seats in her dining have wonderful dispositions. They’re just characters
room, a cashmere sweater that her
to be around. Sheep are just
mother weaved, a spool of spun
born waiting to die, but not
To this day, Hall has hooked
Pygora wool and Pygora mohair.
goats. They’re curious, they
Originally, Hall got into goats as
will stick their noses through
wool seats in
something for her youngest daughter,
any type of fence you have.”
Dawn, to do. She started with
Now, 10 years after stepping
her dining room,
Pygmies because she was told that
away from the goats, Hall has
they were the right size for children.
taken in two Pygmies that
a cashmere sweater that
Eventually, she started to show the
were gifted to her. The goats
goats as well, which was how she
grew up in a house and are
her mother weaved, a
started to meet others who were
extremely people-friendly,
interested in crossbreeding. Hall said
Hall said. She has had them
spool of spun Pygora wool
that at the beginning of the Pygoras,
for two years and she said that
the committee members were still
they take care of themselves.
and Pygora mohair.
all showing Pygmies on the side.
“As you get older, maybe you
“I discovered I was not a
get smarter, but you don’t have
good showman,” Hall said, “There’s a lot of
the energy,” she said. “When I had someone looking
prep work involved with that and I’m not that
at the animals, part of the game was running and
meticulous. There were people I was showing
catching them. At 80, I’m not chasing goats anymore.”
against that spent days getting one goat ready
At the end of the day, Hall said that the family is
for one show. They also sold the animals for big
full of hobby people, and hobbies can only go for so
bucks and that wasn’t important to me.”
long. She added that she did all that she wanted to
Although Hall only spent five years
do with it.
invested in the goats, there was a time when
“I enjoyed it when I did it,” she said. “It’s a time
she had over 100 on her property, Emerald
of my life that I can look back and say I’m glad
Valley Farm, as well as a herd of sheep.
I did it.”
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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AMERICA:
BACK TO THE
(GOAT) FARM
by PATRICE LEWIS

I

“I needed something that wasn’t über highN A NATION OF INCREASING URBANIZATION,
maintenance,” he explained. “Right now, I have
more Americans are finding something is missing
two wethers to eat down the brush. I’m using them
from their lives: dirt. Specifically, they’re missing
as transition animals. Eventually I want does I
a connection to nature and to their food sources.
can milk, but these wethers will teach me how
This may account, in part, why goat ownership
to take care of goats first.”
is on the rise. Unlike other livestock that require far
Charles finds himself among a
larger accommodations (such as
growing type of backyard goat
cows or horses), goats can get
owners. He has no interest in
by on relatively little space.
As people discover how
professional breeding, showing
Pop culture is also profiling
animals in fairs, dairying on a
goats like never before. They’re
useful, enjoyable, and
commercial scale, or even getting
being used for everything from
restorative these little
more critters than he can easily
therapy animals to yoga aids.
house. Instead, his goats are for
They even contribute toward
hoofed companions can
stress relief, a touch of nature,
good health because of intangible
and the chance to learn the
benefits such as lowering blood
be, they often become
rudimentary basics of animal
pressure and just laughing out
husbandry with animals that
loud at their antics. As people
the animal of choice
aren’t physically intimidating.
discover how useful, enjoyable,
Plus, they control weeds.
and restorative these little hoofed
when someone
While commercial goat
companions can be, they often
become the animal of choice when
enterprises are on the rise —
obtains a little land.
providing everything from
someone obtains a little land.
milk and other dairy products
Consider Charles, a single dad
(cheese, yogurt, etc.), meat and
with partial custody of one son
leather, and organic weed control on an industrial
and a stressful job doing contract work for a large
scale — it is the trend toward individual husbandry
government agency. After years of living in the city,
that is garnering attention. Those discovering the
Charles was able to purchase a fixer-upper on two
acres on the outskirts of town. His first thought? Goats. joys of goat ownership are recapturing many of
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the benefits of why goats were domesticated in
areas. With some limitations, goats are now legal in
the first place: they’re an all-in-one convenience
Seattle, San Diego, San Francisco, Pasadena, St. Louis,
store on the hoof, providing milk, cheese, yogurt,
Oakland, Portland, Cleveland, Fort Worth, Berkeley,
and (yes) even meat in one neat package.
and St. Paul. Most cities require bucks to be neutered,
On the surface, it appears goat milk may be driving
and usually miniatures are the only breeds permitted.
the latest trend in caprine ownership. Worldwide,
Fencing is key — not just to keep the goats in, but to
the most popular milk source is goats. In the United
keep dogs and other predators out. Some areas, such
States where cows are queen, goats run a distant
as Spokane, Washington, require goat owners within
second … except among
city boundaries to be certified.
people interested in obtaining
The key, apparently, to raising urban
their own milk animals. In
livestock is getting the neighbors
these situations, goats are
involved in a positive way. Livestock
Science has learned
the number-one choice.
ownership, even on a small urban
Arguably goat milk
scale, can be eye-opening to some
petting an animal
is healthier. It has more
urbanites as they cope with such
calcium, magnesium,
realities as castrating buck calves,
promotes the release of
potassium, and vitamin C
dehorning, separating babies from
than cow’s milk. Because
mothers, and an unrelenting milking
serotonin, prolactin, and
it’s naturally homogenized,
schedule. Goats need routine
it’s easier to digest (about
veterinary care for booster shots,
oxytocin — all
20 minutes vs. two to four
worming, and hoof maintenance.
hours for cow’s milk).
And of course, they must be fed.
hormones that can play
Then there is the cost.
Some people decide the work is
A gallon of goat's milk is
too much and let their animals go.
a part in elevating moods.
often $9 at the (health food)
Others, however, fall in love with
store. If you want goat’s
the process and dive into backyard
milk, often it’s cheaper to
homesteading with enthusiasm.
raise the animal yourself.
Last but not least is the stress
Hand-in-glove with benefits of milk are the
relief. This is one of the reasons Charles bought his
benefits to the environment. Goats don’t pack as
wethers. “I get home from work,” he says, “and the
damaging an environmental punch. Their diet is
first thing I do is go check the goats. I can feel my
more forgiving, their manure is not as big an issue,
blood pressure drop. The stress just melts out of me.”
they produce less methane, they can be supported
He admits to just sitting and watching his animals
on smaller acreage, and altogether their carbon
romp and play for an hour or more at a time.
“hoof print” is far better than that of cows.
Science has learned petting an animal promotes
Many backyard goat owners are attempting to retake the release of serotonin, prolactin, and oxytocin
control of their food supply. In recent years, dairies
— all hormones that can play a part in elevating
(both cow and goat) are often pressured to “get big or
moods. Relaxing with backyard goats can help
get out.” For goat dairies to make a profit, they must
lower blood pressure, improve cardiovascular
think big. It takes up to 10 goats to equal the milk of
health, slow breathing, even diminish overall
one cow, so to compete with commercial cow dairies,
physical pain. That’s a lot of benefits from just
goat dairies need to milk at least 1000 goats to have a
watching caprines play on their jungle gym.
viable business — and this means bottle feeing at least
And the milk is amazing.
2000 kids. The only way for goat dairies to make it on
a commercial scale is to get more and more goats.
PATRICE LEWIS is a wife, mother, homesteader,
This widespread consolidation is often the final
homeschooler, author, blogger, columnist, and
push to those who have been thinking about getting
speaker. An advocate of simple living and self-suffitheir own dairy animal, where they can control how
ciency, she has practiced and written about self-reanimals are kept and how the milk is processed.
liance and preparedness for almost 30 years. She
A barnyard with one or two milking goats and
is experienced in homestead animal husbandry and
some chickens is a happy compromise — which
small-scale dairy production, food preservation and
is where Charles sees himself in a year or two.
canning, country relocation, home-based busiJust as backyard chickens have seen an astronomical
nesses, homeschooling, personal money managerise, backyard goats are increasingly found in urban
ment, and food self-sufficiency. Follow her website
patricelewis.com or blog rural-revolution.com.
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GOAT CARE

MONTH TO MONTH
by LACEY HUGHETT

W

HEN I FIRST GOT INTO RAISING GOATS, despite
reading livestock books, I was still at a loss when it
came to yearly health and management of my herd.
Nailing down a schedule for my goats was one of the many
challenges I encountered, and I am out to ease those growing
pains for Goat Journal readers who still need to make the leap.
Most goat vaccination schedules and care revolve around
pregnancy, so this calendar will as well. My girls are usually bred in
October. Use my schedule as a guide but remember to edit it with your
specific dates, with your goals in mind. Once you have a calendar that
works for you, print it out and stick to it! When things get crazy and
hectic, that calendar will be one of the tools keeping you on track.
MONTHLY MAINTENANCE
Assess each goat on an individual basis around the first of each
month. During this time, write down the FAMACHA and the Body
Condition Score (BCS). Check coat for bugs or dandruff. Check the
feet for overgrowth or problems. Trim all hooves. Check the eyes, ears,
nose, and mouth for any obvious issues. Consider doing an at-home
fecal float test before and after worming goats to determine resistance
and coverage, then worm according to needs. During the cold
months, ensure goats are being fed enough and have good shelter.
JANUARY
Does: Check for pregnancy 45-90 days after breeding. Look
for signs of miscarriage or heat to indicate that the doe is
not pregnant. Blood tests are optional. Administer CD&T
shots for goats six to eight weeks prior to kidding.
Look for: In wet months, look for signs of hoof rot. When the
weather changes rapidly from hot to cold, watch for pneumonia.
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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FEBRUARY
Does: Check for signs of miscarriage
or early labor. Repair any kidding
areas and prepare a kidding kit
for the upcoming month.
Look for: External parasites like
goat lice prefer cold, dark, and
damp environments. Watch for these
during the cold months in particular.
MARCH
Does: Check for signs of labor,
assess cartilage and the presence
of discharge for readiness to kid.
Move does into kidding areas based
on their estimated due dates. When
kids are born, dip their umbilical
cords in an iodine solution. Record
the details of the labor and kid’s
health to the does' records.
Look for: Predators are attracted to
the scent of birth. Watch the kids to
ensure they are nursing and getting
enough nutrition. Monitor for floppy
kid syndrome or respiratory illness.
APRIL
Does and kids: Assess does
frequently for mastitis. Kids get
their first CD&T vaccination at one
month of age. Begin milking does.
Consider providing supplemental
feed to lactating does based on
BCS. I believe banding males is
best done within 45 days of birth.
Look for: Begin to look for goat
pink eye as conditions get warmer
and dusty. Remember, goats can
get allergies.
MAY
Does and kids: Give kids their
second CD&T vaccine. Make sure
kids are being dosed correctly for
goat dewormers, as underdosing
can lead to resistance. Weigh kids
before administering as it is dosed
by weight.

JUNE
Does and kids: Start to wean kids,
continue to milk does. Monitor
for mastitis.
look for: Check over records of
herd. Determine which animals
to sell or process. Determine the
following year’s goals. Continue to
monitor for any signs or symptoms
of common goat diseases.
JULY
Does and kids: Worm kids if
necessary, using an updated
weight. Sell kids marked for sale
in your records. Process kids
meant to be processed. Create
individual records for the kids
you are intending to keep.
Look for: Heatstroke.
AUGUST
Does and kids: Continue milking
does.
Look for: Continue to monitor for
common diseases and heatstroke.
SEPTEMBER
All goats: Draw blood samples
from all goats and test for CAE,
CL, Johne’s, and brucellosis.
Kids must be over six months
old to be tested for CL, so the
test may need to be completed
closer to the end of the month.
Does and kids: After blood has been
drawn for testing, administer CL
vaccine to kids. If it is done prior
to the blood draw, it could cause a
false positive on the test. Worm kids
using an updated weight. Flush all
goats you are planning on breeding
by giving them extra grain rations.
Look for: Obtain a high BCS for
any breeding animals to prepare for
breeding season. Separate does not
putting on or maintaining weight.

Look for: Flies as irritants. Consider
traps or sprays if it is a bad year
for flies.
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OCTOBER
Kids: Give second CL vaccine.
Breeding: When does start showing
signs of being in heat, place the
buck in their pen for 42 days.
Doelings from this year may be
bred only if they are showing
signs of being in heat and have
grown to 60-70% of their expected
adult weight. Do not breed any
animal with a positive pregnancy
blood test from last month.
Look for: Exhaustion from the
buck. If utilizing a marking
harness on the buck, look for
signs of the doe being bred.
NOVEMBER
All goats: Ensure goats are getting
enough food in the colder weather.
Look for: Foot rot, fix any
drafty shelters.
DECEMBER
Look for: Respiratory illness.
Keeping goats is exponentially
easier once you take some mystery
out herd health management. This
calendar tool helps break the yearly
goat care management tasks into
easily digestible chunks. Take it,
make it your own, and live by it!

LACEY HUGHETT
is an artist, author, mom, and
homesteader based out of
Reno, Nevada. She focuses on
sustainability, heritage breed
preservation, and ethical
animal raising. She has been
raising poultry since she was
six years old. She can be found
on Instagram and Facebook
at Hughett Heritage Farms.
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Goat Care Calendar
by LACEY HUGHETT

Edit this schedule with your specific dates
and goals. Once you have a calendar that
works for you, it will help keep you on track
when things get hectic.
Monthly maintenance: Each month, assess
each goat individually. Record FAMACHA and
the Body Condition Scores (BCS). Check coat for

January
Check does for pregnancy
45-90 days after breeding.
Administer CD&T vaccine six to
eight weeks prior to kidding.
In wet months, watch for hoof rot.
When weather changes rapidly
from hot to cold, watch
for pneumonia.

February
Check does for signs of
miscarriage or early labor. Prepare
kidding areas and a kidding kit.
External parasites prefer cold,
dark, and damp environments.

March
Check does for labor signs and
into kidding areas. When kids are
born, dip umbilical cords in iodine
solution. Record labor details and
kid health to the does' records.
Predators are attracted to the scent
of birth. Be sure kids get enough
nutrition. Monitor for floppy kid
syndrome or respiratory illness.

bugs or dandruff. Check the feet for overgrowth
or problems. Trim all hooves. Check the eyes,
ears, nose, and mouth for any obvious issues.
Consider doing an at-home fecal float test before
and after deworming to determine resistance
and coverage, then deworm according to
needs. During the cold months, ensure goats
are fed enough and have good shelter.

at one month old. Provide
supplemental feed to lactating
does based on BCS. Band males.

Continue milking does.

Watch for goat pink eye as
conditions get warmer and dusty.

Monitor for common diseases and
heatstroke.

May

September
Test all goats over six months
for CAE, CL, Johne’s disease,
and brucellosis.

Give kids their second CD&T
vaccine. Dose kids correctly
for wormers, as underdosing
can lead to resistance.
Consider traps or sprays if
it is a bad year for flies.

Obtain a high BCS for any breeding
animals. Separate does not
putting on or maintaining weight.

June

October

Start to wean kids. Monitor does
for mastitis.
Determine which animals to sell
or process. Determine the
following year’s goals. Continue
to monitor for symptoms of
common goat diseases.

July
Worm kids if necessary, according
to weight. Create individual records
for the kids you intend to keep;
sell or process those you don't.
Watch for heatstroke.

April

August

Assess does frequently for mastitis.
Give kids' first CD&T vaccination

backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com

When does show signs of heat,
place the buck in their pen for 42
days. Only breed doelings if at
60-70% of their expected adult
weight and showing signs of heat.
Watch for exhaustion from
the buck.

November
Ensure goats get enough food in
colder weather.
Watch for foot rot. Fix drafty
shelters.

December
Watch for respiratory illness.
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The Truth About

Coats for
Goats!
by KATE JOHNSON

H

OW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU seen an
adorable picture or video on social media
of a baby goat wearing a sweater and
wondered if coats for goats are really necessary?
I’ve seen goats in pajamas, goats donning raincoats,
goats stylin’ fleece jackets, and more. And yes,
they really are fun to look at. But most of the time,
they are more for fashion than for function.
If you’re wondering how to keep goats warm in
cold weather, here are a few things to consider:
• Do they have adequate shelter?
• Have your goats acclimated to the cold weather?
• Are they at a good weight?
• Do they have a good source of unfrozen water
to drink?
• Do they have plenty of good quality hay
and minerals?
• Are the goats very young, very old, or in 		
some other way more vulnerable to the cold?
As a general rule of thumb, coats for goats and use
of heaters will not be necessary if they are healthy and
have adequate shelter, hay, and water. But raising baby
goats in cold weather can present some challenges
and there are exceptions to this rule of thumb.
HERE'S WHAT THEY DO NEED
Good shelter: It doesn’t have to be fancy as long
as they can get away from the wind, moisture and
extremes (heat and sun or cold and snow). I like
to bed the shelter with plenty of clean straw in
the winter to give them some extra insulation.
Access to clean, unfrozen water: I like to use heated
water buckets but even with those, I still check a
couple times a day in case the electricity goes out or
the bucket just stops working. If you don’t want to use
heated buckets, you may have to carry warm water
out to the barn several times a day during cold spells.
Plenty of roughage: Good quality hay in their bellies
will work like a little oven keeping your goats warm
40
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Baby Jujube modeling a
cute goat coat — more
for fun than necessity!

from the inside out. Roughage will also help keep that
rumen functioning properly. If it’s especially cold, I
may throw the goats an extra flake of hay midday and
again at bedtime to keep them warm, rather than more
grain, which doesn’t really do much for warmth.
Most of the time coats for goats aren’t really
needed and might even be a hindrance. We want
our goats to grow their own good winter coats
and this may not happen if you start blanketing
them right at the beginning of the colder season.
Also, wearing a coat or a goat sweater can actually
rub off some of their fur. But there are times
when I might think of using coats for goats:
When they’re sick or recovering from an illness:
I had a doe get very sick one December and she was
in the hospital for five days. Thankfully she survived,
but she lost a lot of weight during that week and
also had several shaved areas where she’d had IVs
inserted and ultrasounds done. When she got back to
the farm, I ended up keeping a coat on her for most
of the winter until she had gained the weight back.
When they’re very young or very old: Tiny
babies have a harder time regulating their
body temperature and older goats may have
thinning hair or trouble keeping weight on. If
you see them shivering when everyone else looks
comfortable, you might consider coats for goats
in this case to keep from having freezing goats.

Capella in her coat
after getting home
from the hospital.

Cute baby goats in coats.

If you see them shivering
when everyone else
looks comfortable, you
might consider
coats to keep from
having freezing goats.

When it’s cold really early
or cold really late: If it’s been
80 degrees and all of a sudden
there’s a hard freeze, your goats
might not have had time to grow
a coat or acclimate to the colder
temperatures. Or, if it’s late in the
spring and they’ve already shed out
their winter coat and then there’s
a late snow, this may be a time
for coats for goats. Also, if you’re
clipping your goats for showing,
they may need a little extra support
in the form of a goat coat or blanket.
Of course, I’ve been known to
throw a little coat on my baby
goats when I want to get a cute
picture. Nothing wrong with that!
In addition to coats for goats,
many people are tempted to use

heat lamps when it’s really cold.
Using heat lamps can be very
risky. The two biggest problems
are barn fires and over-heating
your goats. If you feel you must
use a heat lamp, be sure it is very
secure, in good working order, and
far away from anything flammable
like hay, straw, or wood shavings.
Also, be sure that the goats can
choose whether they want to be
near the heat or get away from
it if they are feeling too warm.
I think the best way to keep
goats warm in cold weather is
by having lots of goats! They
will all pile together and keep
each other toasty on those long
winter nights. Just another excuse
to get a few more goats!

KATE JOHNSON runs a cheesemaking
school at theartofcheese.com, raises dairy
goats at briargatefarm.com, and is an
active volunteer with the Boulder County
4-H program. She’s also a member of
the Colorado Dairy Goat Association.
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THE ORF VIRUS
by VICTORIA SALEMME,
JUNIOR ANIMAL SCIENCE MAJOR
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST, FROM RESEARCH DONE
IN CONJUNCTION WITH
PROFESSOR JOHN STOFFOLANO.

T

SYMPTOMS/DIAGNOSIS:
HE ORF VIRUS, also known as contagious
ecthyma, is a highly contagious zoonotic
Infected animals have visible lesions around their
disease transmitted by infected sheep
mouth and nose. It is also common to see lesions
and goats. It can occur year-round and
around the teats of nursing ewes, lower legs, and inside
animals of all ages are susceptible.
the mouth of the animal. Orf is very easy to identify
The virus can only infect animals that have an initial
once the papules appear. A visit from a veterinarian
wound site, such as a cut or scrape, usually in the
and PCR analysis or electron microscopy can confirm
mouth area. When the virus comes into contact with an the diagnosis and what strain of the virus is present.
open cut or sore, it implants itself into the outermost
The orf virus has six stages of infection. The first few
layer of the skin and papules
stages are seen as the growth
or nodules form. The presence
of the nodule, in which it will
of the common housefly
appear, turn red, and then show
The orf virus is considered
in sheep and goat flocks at
a white center. The papule
outbreak areas in Puglia, Italy,
may weep fluid before drying
zoonotic, meaning it can be
led scientists to examine the
out and forming a scab. This
possibility of the fly serving
scab will eventually fall off;
passed between animals
as a vector of the virus. They
however, the scab can retain the
demonstrated that flies feeding
virus and will infect the host
and humans. There are
on the nasal and mouth fluids
up to one year after shedding.
of infected animals or fallen
also a few isolated cases
crusts could serve as vectors
ECONOMIC IMPACT
in which orf was transto non-infected animals.
Orf is not a fatal disease.
Since the orf virus is part of
Unless a secondary bacterial
mitted human to human,
the parapoxvirus family, it can
infection occurs, the virus
affect multiple mammalian
is self-limiting after three
but they are very rare.
species and is zoonotic. The
to eight weeks. If a doe
virus is only reported when
becomes infected and shows
a veterinarian diagnoses it,
papules around her teats,
and it is not considered a top priority or requirement
she may resist any kids from suckling; therefore,
to report outbreaks to state or federal governments.
the kids may have to be bonded to another doe or
In the past, this has allowed farmers to travel with
bottle-fed to ensure they receive adequate nutrition.
the infection, causing it to spread. Due to the lack
If a doe has sore teats from the infection she may
of accurate reporting, many believe that the virus
also refuse being milked, thus loss of money.
is more widespread than originally believed.
For any size herd of sheep or goats, it is best to isolate
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The virus can only infect animals that have an initial wound
site, such as a cut or scrape, usually in the mouth area. Before
letting your animals into an area with brush and thickets, check
for any thorny or scratchy plants that may cause micro-injuries
around the nose, mouth, and hoof area of an animal.
infection four to eight weeks after
first appearing. Supportive care
should be provided to make the
animal more comfortable and
prevent secondary infections.

animals showing signs of infection.
Any animals who came in contact
with them should be monitored
for signs of infection. The scabs
formed from the papules are shed
into the pens and fields of the
animals and maintain the ability
to transmit the virus one year after
shedding. When infection breaks
out, thoroughly clean and disinfect
any areas where the virus has been
seen. Steam cleaning and strong
disinfectants have worked well
in affected farms. Do not use the
wool of the animal from the time
of infection and wait for the it to
pass and clear before processing the
animal for meat because, as will be
stated later, slaughtering and/or
handling infected goats is one way
for humans to become infected.
RECOVERY/TREATMENT
There is no direct treatment for
the orf virus. The host resolves

PREVENTION
The best mode of prevention for
the orf virus is to maintain a closed
herd, quarantining any animals that
you are bringing in, and checking
for signs of the infection routinely.
Before letting your animals into
an area with brush and thickets,
check for any thorny or scratchy
plants that may cause microinjuries around the nose, mouth,
and hoof area of an animal. This
is one of the main causes of an
outbreak. It is also recommended
to control the fly population on
your farm since houseflies may
carry the virus. If your farm has
experienced an outbreak before,
talk to your veterinarian about
potentially vaccinating your herd.
The only vaccine available for orf
contains a live form of the vaccine.
It may cause an outbreak when
used incorrectly, or on a farm with
no history of the virus. It has been
shown that vaccinating kids within
a few weeks of birth may improve
their immunity to the disease;
however, the vaccine is only known
to provide immunity for up to
eight months after administration.
If your herd suffered an outbreak,
try to avoid using the same field or
pen where the virus occurred the
next year to prevent re-infection.
Even after disinfecting the area,
this helps buffer another breakout.
Since the virus survives in cool, dry
areas, it will survive through the
winter and is capable of infecting
your animals again the following
year. Anyone who is going to come
in contact with your herd or flock, if

they had or show signs of infection,
should wear proper protective
equipment, such as gloves because
the virus can infect humans.
HUMAN INFECTION
The orf virus is considered
zoonotic, meaning it can be passed
between animals and humans.
There are also a few isolated cases
in which orf was transmitted
human to human, but they are
very rare. The nodules are most
commonly seen on the hands
of people who worked with the
infected animals. People who
work as farmers, butchers, and
veterinarians have the highest
risk of infection. In humans, the
virus does not have to be reported
on a state or federal level. Since
the virus is self-limiting, people
rarely visit a medical professional
to seek treatment or diagnosis,
increasing the risk of it spreading.
As with animals, there is no
direct treatment for the virus.
The lesions can be removed
surgically. Supportive care can
be administered to prevent
secondary infections or illnesses.
Clinical diagnosis is possible,
but a laboratory diagnosis may
be necessary to rule out other
infections. The increase of both
sheep and goats, used by certain
religious groups, requires those
individuals to be on alert for
infected animals and they, as well
as those who self-butcher, should
take precautionary measures in
handling them. Always be on the
alert when visiting areas that house
sheep and goats. Do not handle
the animals without protection
if they are displaying papules,
or if the farm recently suffered
an outbreak of the virus.
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Building the
Best Fence
for Goats
by ANITA B. STONE

G

OATS LOVE TO CLIMB.
They love to get on top of
things. Their personality
overflows with curiosity,
stubbornness, and perseverance
which will put any type of fence
to the test. And your goats will
test your fence. So, the best fence
for goats is a difficult choice. It
depends on the breed age and
size, their hooves and heads, and
it is inevitable that they will crawl
under, jump over, lean, and manage
to escape any fence you can devise.
In order to protect your animals,
it’s imperative to select the best
protective fence within your
means, whether you have a small
farm, large pasture, or urban
home. There are six factors, all
equally important, to take into
44

consideration when choosing
the best fence for goats. They
include: the number of goats
you have, the size of the area to
be fenced, whether you want an
electric fence, should you prefer
alternative fencing, where the fence
is to be placed, and the amount
of money you want to spend.
Goats require specific fencing.
The best fence for goats should
typically be between four and
five feet high. Educating yourself
and reading about goats can be
of great help in making fencing
decisions, especially with goats.
Here are some tips in selecting
the best fence for goats.
There are two types of fencing,
electric and non-electric.
From a goat’s point of view, no
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one enjoys being “zapped,” but
sometimes it is necessary to use
electric fencing to keep the goats
in line. Most of the cost lies in the
purchase of the charger. Goats
can be contained with four to five
strands of high tensile electrified
wire. If jumping is a problem, a
high wire set one foot inside the
top of the fence can be used. The
bottom wire should be kept close
to the ground should any goat
decide to crawl under the fence.
This will keep other critters out, as
well. High tensile wire can be used
with a three-foot vertical space. If
using high tensile wire, put four to
five wires across the fence, making
the third wire from the top and
the bottom wire electrified. Five
wires are necessary for goats that

jump. Although electric fences
are perfectly safe, they provide
enough shock to make even the
most precocious goat think twice
about attempting to jump over,
crawl under, or squeeze through.
However, a determined goat may
decide to tolerate the shock and
push through. The fence should
be charged at 4500 to 9000 volts
(some experts recommend 7,000
to 10,000 volts) at all times. Goats
will know if you unplug the fence.
Some goats may require both
electric and non-electric fencing.
In any pasture, maintenance
is essential, but for wooded or
mountainous area, you will need
to walk the area often to check for
fallen limbs, invasive grasses, and
other debris. The area under the
electric wire should remain clear
so the fence won’t ground out.
Non-electric fencing provides
more choices for your goats.
The primary considerations are
ensuring that your goats cannot
get their head or horns caught in
the fence and the overall sturdiness
of the fence material. The primary
consideration for the owner is
financial outlay. Careful planning
around the first of two issues is
necessary. For non-electric fencing,
a closely spaced (2"x4") mesh fence
can be used. Mesh wire flexes
on impact and is highly durable.
Mesh fences are distinguished
from one another by the wire
material, the wire design, wire
construction, and the size of the
openings. Mesh panels can be
made of welded wire, woven wire,
square wire, or galvanized wire.
Welded wire fence is not as
expensive as others, but also less
sturdy. It has thinner wire with a
smaller grid, keeping baby goats

Wapakoneta, Ohio 45895

FAST FENCE
Info and buy now at

www.electricnets.com
800-356-5458
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If there’s a hole,
your goat will find
it. They are smart
and observant.

safe. With this type of fence, the
bottom must be secured to prevent
kids and small adult goats from
squeezing under. The connecting
points in the wire grid are welded
and may not hold under stress.
An electric wire placed one foot in
front of this fence near the top can
help. For large enclosures, the fence
must be secured at the bottom so
kids cannot crawl under, and must
be regularly monitored for holes.
“If there’s a hole, your goat
will find it,” says farmer,
Michael Luddy. “They are
smart and observant.”
Woven wire is preferred by most
goat-owners; however, it is more
expensive but most often used for
smaller pastures. This fence keeps
each opening in place, is sturdy and
can withstand pushing, climbing,
and general goat rowdiness. The
fence needs to be pulled tight or
goats may push the fence over and
escape. It should be noted that
with woven construction, the grid
openings are often larger and some
goats can get their horns caught.
This is usually not a problem with
adult goats. In-grid spacing on a
woven wire fence should be no
larger than four by four inches.
Galvanized wire steel mesh
fence has 2"x4" spacing, making
it desirable for baby goats and
smaller breeds. In galvanized fence,
zinc is bonded to an inner core
of carbon steel, keeping moisture
out. This fence will not rust. Some
fencing wire may be coated with
plastic to prevent rust, but the
46

plastic can come off and weaken the
entire system. Coated fencing also
requires continuous maintenance.
Square wire fence is strong and
durable enough for goats. The
four-inch squares keep most goats
safely controlled. Small goats,
though, can get their horns caught
or poke their heads through.
Cattle panels make a good goat
fence, but they are expensive and
frequently used for small pastures
or for separating pasture areas.
In choosing the best fence for
goats, it is important to select
the correct corner posts. Some
are not strong enough to keep
the wires tight and some, such
as diagonal bracing, can provide
unwanted footholds for goats
to jump over the fence. Support
posts provide the strength to keep
livestock safe. Terrain is another
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consideration. If your pasture is in
woodland or mountainous terrain,
frequent and careful monitoring
of any fence is necessary to locate
fallen limbs or torn holes. If the
soil is consistently hard or dry,
an electric fence will not work.
Under these circumstances, a lowimpedance fence can be used. Fence
maintenance must be routinely
done with all forms of goat fencing.
So, the best fence and design for
goats is the one that meets your
criteria. It is the one that protects
your goats, not only from escaping
but also from outside critters. With
proper fencing, awareness and
care, your kids, no matter how
large or small, young or old, can
be safe, secure, and comfortable.
And you can reap the enjoyment
and benefits of raising goats.

goat milk & cheese : : homemade kefir
HOW TO MAKE

Homemade
Kefir

by REBECCA SANDERSON

OH, THE KEFIR VARIATIONS!
Kefir is a probiotic-rich milk drink similar to
thin yogurt. It is easy to learn how to make kefir
with many variations on the end result.There
are different types of kefir you can make, each
with options regarding how often you desire a
new batch. I certainly had fun trying them all!
WHAT IS KEFIR?
Unlike many other cultured dairy products, kefir
is made from a combination of bacteria strains and
yeasts. Traditional kefir is made from cow, goat, or
sheep milk that is cultured by kefir grains. These
grains were developed several hundred years ago
in the Caucasus Mountain area of Eastern Europe
and Asia. Although they are called “grains,” they
have nothing to do with the grain that grows in the
ground. They are composed of polysaccharides (large
carbohydrate molecules), multiple strains of bacteria
including several Lactobacilli strains, and yeast that
all live together in symbiosis. They look like squishy
little white cauliflower florets and are rubbery or
gelatinous in texture. As they are cultured numerous
times, they will grow and divide. It is not possible to
harness these in nature like with sourdough yeast;
they must be acquired from someone who already
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has them. However, they can be used, multiplied,
and passed down indefinitely if cared for properly.
HOW TO CARE FOR AND USE KEFIR GRAINS
Because kefir grains are alive, they must be fed
consistently. The bacteria feed on the lactose in milk,
producing lactic acid. They must be cultured at
standard room temperature (68-77 degrees F). You
can place them in the fridge for a week where they
will lie mostly dormant. They still need to be in milk
for food, but they will not properly culture the milk.
If you try, the milk simply goes sour. If left dormant,
they only need a half cup of milk, and it should be
switched out every few days if possible. When ready
to use your kefir grains, be sure to use nonreactive
materials. Due to the acidic nature of the kefir, it will
react with copper, zinc, and aluminum. While stainless
steel is generally considered safe, it is best to just
not use any metal. Glass is best for storage of kefir
and fermenting because it cannot harbor bacteria in
scratches, and it absolutely will not react. When the
kefir is cultured, you can strain it through a nylon mesh
strainer (easiest!), doubled cheesecloth, or a coffee
filter (not my preferred method). Be sure that anything
with which you touch the kefir is absolutely clean. You
do not want bacteria competition happening in your
kefir. Place the kefir grains in your glass jar and cover

will harm the culture. Boiling the water beforehand
is a good idea, anyway, to help incorporate the sugar
and minerals better. Allow the boiled water to cool to
room temperature before adding it to the kefir grains.
The grains also like a varied mineral source. This can
come from your natural water supply, a pinch of sea
salt or pinch of baking soda. Other sources include
a half teaspoon of molasses, or a small handful
of raisins. You have many choices of sugar when
making water kefir. However, the more refined sugars
tend to be the best for the kefir grains themselves.
They like white cane sugar, brown sugar, cane juice
crystals, sucanat, and raw sugar. Sugars such as maple
syrup or coconut palm sugar can be used in very
low amounts combined with another sugar. Honey
has its own bacteria that can compete with the kefir
grains and is not recommended. Sugar substitutes
such as stevia and agave do not have the proper
nutrients to feed the kefir grains and cannot be used
to make water kefir. Fruit juice is not good for water
kefir grains because the acidity level can hurt them.
Culture in a glass jar in a dark area for 24-48 hours.
Milk kefir grains.

with milk. Rather than using a canning jar lid, use a
porous covering like cheesecloth, a thin dish towel,
coffee filter, or paper towel that is tightly covering the
opening. You can use the lid ring or a rubber band to
keep it in place. Kefir grains need to breathe, but you
do not want anything else invading your kefir. Place in
a dark area and allow to sit for 12-24 hours. Your kefir
may separate as it cultures. If that happens, simply
stir with a wooden or plastic spoon and continue on.
You may use alternative milks with the kefir grains,
but most give inconsistent results. Coconut milk is
the most consistent, although it does not thicken as
mammalian milk does. If you do use alternative milk,
every fourth batch still needs to be done in regular milk
to ensure that the cultures are getting fed properly.

WATER KEFIR RECIPE
¼ cup water kefir grains
¼ cup sugar
4 cups water
Mineral source if not using well or spring water
KEFIR CULTURE
If you do not truly want to consume kefir every
day or nearly every day, you may consider using a
freeze-dried kefir culture powder. These may be kept

MILK KEFIR RECIPE
2 tsp milk kefir grains
2 cups milk or milk alternative
WATER KEFIR
Similar to milk kefir grains, water kefir grains are
translucent, gelatinous symbiotic yeast and bacteria
cultures. They feed on sugar water with minerals.
Like milk kefir, they culture at room temperature
and will become dormant in the fridge. The result is
still slightly sweet and less tangy than milk kefir. It
can also be easily infused with other flavors to make
a lovely substitute for soda. Water kefir should be
made with either bottled water or water that has
been boiled because the chlorine in municipal water

Water kefir grains.
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in the fridge or freezer until you are ready
to use them and will make a single batch of
usually one-quart size. I found that the culture
powder produced kefir with a much thicker
consistency, almost as thick as yogurt while my
kefir grains produced only a mildly thickened
drink. The powder culture also produced kefir
with a very mild flavor, much less tangy. It felt
and tasted like a thin yogurt. With a powdered
starter culture, you also have the option of
using alternative milks, coconut water, or fruit
juice as your culture medium. These batches
of kefir (as well as the ones from kefir grains
or even store-bought kefir) can be re-cultured
several times before the bacterial culture
becomes spent. Simple add ¼ cup of cultured
kefir to one quart of new liquid, stir, cover
and allow to sit for 12-16 hours as it cultures.
How many times you can re-culture depends
on the freshness of your kefir and how clean
you keep your supplies and workspace.
FLAVORING YOUR KEFIR
Through trying many culturing mediums
and types of kefir, I have found that I really just
don’t like it very much. Water kefir was milder,
but I just plain did not like milk kefir. However,
there are many ways of consuming kefir. One
method involves what is called a “second
fermentation.” After the grains have been
removed, a flavoring is added; it can be fresh
or dried fruit, bags of herbal tea, or spices.
The kefir is covered and allowed to sit for an
additional 12 hours as the flavors infuse. You
can even add some sweetener to the milk kefir
to make it more palatable if you need. I highly
recommend adding fresh blueberries to water
kefir. Leaving them whole gave a delicate
blueberry flavor, but crushing them gave a
more powerful punch plus pretty coloring.
Over time, your kefir grains will multiply
as you culture them. To avoid overculturing,
you can share them with friends and family
or blend them up in a smoothie for extra
probiotics. If you are new to probiotic foods
or kefir, then I suggest that you begin with
only consuming a half cup to cup per day
as your gut adjusts to the sudden influx of
good bacteria. Even a good thing can cause
your body to feel not-so-good as it figures
out how to fit the new bacteria in. You
may experience some bloating. When you
no longer bloat, you can feel comfortable
increasing your daily intake of the wonderful
probiotic goodness that we know as kefir.
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Blueberries in the second fermentation.

Blueberry ferment ready to drink.

REBECCA SANDERSON grew up in a very small town in
Idaho with a backyard full of chickens, goats, sometimes
sheep and ducks, and other random animals in addition to
the cats and dogs. She is now married with two little girls
and loves the homesteading life! Her husband is very supportive (tolerant) of her continued experiments in making
many items from scratch and he even helps sometimes.
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How to Make Kefir
BY REBECCA SANDERSON

Kefir is a probiotic-rich milk drink similar to thin yogurt. Traditional kefir is made from cow, goat,
or sheep milk, cultured by kefir grains composed of polysaccharides, bacteria, and yeast living
in symbiosis. It is not possible to harness these in nature like with sourdough yeast; they must be
acquired from someone who already has them.
How to Care for and Use
Kefir Grains
A LIVING FOOD: Kefir grains
must be fed consistently and
cultured at 68-77 degrees F. They
can lie mostly dormant in a
fridge for a week and need a half
cup of milk switched out every
few days during that time.
EQUIPMENT: Do not use copper,
zinc, or aluminum, and avoid any
other metal. Glass is best, as it
cannot harbor bacteria and will not
react. When the kefir is cultured,
strain through nylon mesh, doubled
cheesecloth, or a coffee filter.
CULTURING: Anything that touches
kefir must be absolutely clean
to avoid bacteria competition.
Place kefir grains in a glass jar
and cover with milk. Cover
tightly with a porous material like
cheesecloth, a thin dish towel, or
coffee filter. Place in a dark area
12-24 hours. If kefir separates, stir
with a wooden or plastic spoon.
OTHER MILKS: Most alternative
milks give inconsistent results.
Coconut milk is the most consistent,
although it does not thicken as
mammalian milk does. If you
do use alternative milk, every
fourth batch still needs to be done
in regular milk to ensure that
the cultures are fed properly.
Water Kefir
Water kefir grains feed on sugar
water with minerals, culture at

room temperature, and become
dormant in the fridge. The
result is slightly sweet and less
tangy than milk kefir. It can
be infused with other flavors
to make a soda substitute.
WATER: Use either bottled water
or boiled water because chlorine
will harm the culture. Boiling
beforehand also helps incorporate
sugar and minerals. Allow boiled
water to cool to room temperature
before adding kefir grains.
MINERALS: The grains also like
a varied mineral source that can
come from your natural water
supply, a pinch of sea salt, or pinch
of baking soda. Other sources
include a half teaspoon of molasses
or a small handful of raisins.
SUGARS: Kefir grains prefer
white cane sugar, brown sugar,
cane juice crystals, sucanat, and
raw sugar. Use maple syrup or
coconut palm sugar in very low
amounts combined with another
sugar. Honey bacteria competes
with kefir. Stevia and agave do
not have proper nutrients to feed
kefir grains. The acidity level of
fruit juice can hurt kefir grains.
Culture in a glass jar in a
dark area for 24-48 hours.
Kefir Culture
Freeze-dried kefir culture powder
may be frozen until ready to use
and makes approximately one
quart. It produces thicker kefir and
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can use alternative milks, coconut
water, or fruit juice. These batches
can be re-cultured several times
before the bacterial culture becomes
spent. Add ¼ cup of cultured kefir
to one quart of new liquid, stir,
cover, and allow to sit 12-16 hours.
Flavoring Your Kefir
After removing grains, add fresh
or dried fruit, bags of herbal tea, or
spices. Cover the kefir and allow
to sit another 12 hours as flavors
infuse. You can add sweetener to
milk kefir to make it more palatable.
Sharing
Over time, kefir grains multiply.
To avoid overculturing, share
them with friends and family or
blend in a probiotic smoothie. If
you are new to probiotic foods
or kefir, consume ½-1 cup per
day as your gut adjusts to the
sudden influx of good bacteria.

Recipes
MILK KEFIR RECIPE
2 tsp milk kefir grains
2 cups milk or milk alternative
WATER KEFIR RECIPE
¼ cup water kefir grains
¼ cup sugar
4 cups water
Mineral source if not using
well or spring water
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For the love of

BLOOMY RIND
CHEESE
by KATE JOHNSON

W

HILE CHÈVRE MAY
be the most popular
fresh goat cheese, when
it comes to aged goat cheese,
my favorite is a mouth-watering
bloomy rind cheese. Not only are
these amazingly flavorful and fairly
easy to make, but they also don’t
require much in the way of cheese
aging equipment. They just need
a little tending to during the first
week or two of aging in order for
that beautiful bloomy rind to grow.
Brie is one of the most popular
cheeses and by far the most wellknown of the bloomy rind cheeses
(also referred to as surface-ripened
cheeses), but there are literally
hundreds of different varieties you
can make (or buy). Often the size
and shape of the final cheese is
what differentiates it from another
similarly made variety, in part
because the amount of bloomy
surface area in relation to the
cheesy paste under the rind makes
this cheese age differently. But the
amount of rennet used and the
additional ingredients you might
add also account for why there are
so many types to choose from.
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Brie itself is traditionally made
in a larger, flatter wheel — usually
at least 14 inches in diameter.
Camembert, on the other hand, is
often made in a smaller wheel with
a taller height. These are both fully
renneted cheeses meaning they
use a fair amount of rennet with a
short coagulation time. In contrast,
bloomy rind cheeses such as
Sainte-Maure or Selles-sur-Cher are
rennet-assisted cheeses, meaning
they use just a drop or two of rennet
but with a longer coagulation time.
Another factor that makes for the
huge variety of bloomy rind cheeses
is the addition of ingredients such
as ash, paprika, herbs, or even
mushrooms during the make. And
while most of the more commonly
known bloomy rind cheeses use
Pencilium candidum to form the rind,
there are other ingredients such as
Geotrichum candidum that may be
used instead of or in addition to
this common white mold powder.
If you’re new to making
bloomy rind cheese, here’s a great
recipe for you to start with:

GOAT CAMEMBERT
INGREDIENTS

Goat milk (pasteurized recommended)
Mesophilic culture
Penicilium candidum
Non-chlorinated or distilled water
Rennet
Non-iodized salt

EQUIPMENT

1-gallon pot with lid
Cheese thermometer
Measuring spoons and measuring cup
Long knife
Skimmer (or other slotted spoon)
Cheese form or Basket
Draining rack (can just use a cookie sheet
with a cooling rack topped with a sheet
of sanitized plastic needlepoint canvas)
Aging container (see suggestion in recipe)
Aging refrigerator (see TIP in recipe)

DIRECTIONS
HEAT: Heat one gallon of pasteurized milk in
pot to 70 degrees F.
CULTURE & RIPEN: Sprinkle 1/8 tsp mesophilic
culture and 1/32 tsp Pencilium candidum on the
surface of the milk. Let sit for a minute or two to
rehydrate and then stir in as you continue heating
to 90 degrees. Cover and let “ripen” for one hour.
COAGULATE: Dilute ¼ tsp of liquid rennet in ¼
cup non-chlorinated water and then stir gently into
ripened milk. Cover pot and let sit for one hour.
CUT: Cut the curd vertically in one-inch slices
and allow it to sit for 30-40 minutes.
SCOOP: Gently ladle the curds into cheese molds or
baskets, filling as full as you possibly can (they will
settle to about half the volume you started with).
DRAIN: Let the curds drain for an hour or two
and then flip as soon as the cheese can be
handled. Continue draining for about 24 hours,
flipping at least two or three more times.
SALT: Remove the cheese from the basket or form and
sprinkle liberally with non-iodized salt on all sides.

DRY: Place the salted wheels of cheese on a
draining rack and continue to flip and let them dry
for another day or two at room temperature.
AGE: Once the cheese is done releasing whey, you
can put it in an aging container (a container with an
inverted lid and a sanitized plastic needlepoint sheet
works well) and place that in an aging refrigerator (TIP:
a dorm-sized refrigerator set to its warmer temperature
setting will do the trick!) for about two weeks. Continue
flipping it every day or two so that it’s getting enough
airflow to begin developing its bloomy rind.
WRAP: Once the white rind has bloomed all over, you
can wrap the cheese in cheese paper (I like the moldripened cheese paper that is two-ply with wax on one
side available at many cheesemaking supply websites).
Age it for another one to four weeks. How long you
age it is a function of how big the wheel is, how humid
your container is, and how ripe you like it to be. For
a milder, pastier cheese, eat after just one week of
aging. If you like a more pungent, almost liquid center
to your cheese, wait longer. The trick is to check on it
every now and then and see how squishy it’s getting
and eat it when it’s at the ripeness that you like.

And in answer to the question, “Can you eat the brie
cheese rind?” Of course! But only if you want to.

secret life of goats : : nursing home nannies

Nursing
Home
Nannies
Goats bring joy
to the residents
of a long-term
care facility
by JODI HELMER
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One resident would tell
the nurses, “You tell
Tammie I want to see those
babies.” It made him smile
and gave him something
to look forward
to toward the end
of his life.

I

N 2015, ANGIE WHITMAN WAS RAISING
seven goats at her home in Knox County, Illinois,
when she had the idea to take them to the Knox
County Nursing Home where she worked.
“We got the goats because my son wanted them
but as he got older, he didn't really pay any attention
to them anymore,” Whitman recalls. “I was walking
around outside the nursing home with a coworker
and saw that there was a little fenced in area with
a small barn [where the facility used to keep a
few goats to entertain the residents] and I thought
it would be the perfect place to bring them.”
The herd of mixed-breed goats moved into the
nursing home in 2016 and fast became the most
popular kids on the block. For safety reasons, the
residents cannot be in the pasture with the goats but
that hasn’t stopped them from actively helping to care
for the herd. Residents help scoop grain into buckets,
offer crackers, Cheerios, and other treats over the
fence and keep a watchful eye while they play in the
pasture. When sisters Sassy and Oreo were born last
year, residents even held a contest to name the kids.
Even when the goats are out of sight, they
are still a hot topic of conversation.
“We’ll hear the residents talking to each other,
saying things like, ‘Did you see what those

goats did today,’” says Tammie Leaf, activities
director for the Knox County Nursing Home.
“Most of our residents were raised on farms
and the goats bring back a lot of memories.”
Leaf enjoys watching the residents interact with
the goats and appreciates the profound impact
those interactions can have on their wellbeing. One
resident who rarely interacted with others or joined
activities, preferring to spend most of his time
alone, loved spending time with Sassy and Oreo.
“He’d tell the nurses, ‘You tell Tammie I
want to see those babies,’” Leaf recalls. “It
made him smile and gave him something to
look forward to toward the end of his life.”
Leaf would dress the doelings up in silly outfits
(complete with hats) and take them to visit the resident
in his room. The goats happily curled up beside him in
bed while he showered them with affection. After the
resident passed away, his family donated a large rock
for the goats to climb on; a plaque affixed to the rock
bears the name of the resident and Sassy and Oreo.
For all of the joy the goats bring to the Knox County
Nursing Home, having goats living on nursing
home grounds has presented some challenges.
A fainting goat named Buttons banged her
head against the fence and bullied the other goats
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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For all of the joy the goats
bring to the Knox County
Nursing Home, having
goats living on nursing
home grounds has
presented some challenges.
out of food, upsetting the residents. Whitman
took her home. Last year, two kids repeatedly
escaped the fence and turned the garden (planted
by a group of local volunteers) into a buffet.
“The babies would get out and eat some of
the flowers and it was happening every day,”
Whitman says. “We’d have people coming to the
front desk to tell us, ‘Your goats are out!’ and they
would be so upset about it. The goats didn’t go
far and as soon as we went to catch them, they
ran back in to be with mom but we had to bring
in a snow fence to keep them from escaping.”
After several of the does kidded (and residents
pitched in to help with bottle feeding), the original
herd of seven goats almost doubled. Maintaining a
herd of 13 goats while caring for elderly residents
proved to be too much for staff. Whitman sold
several goats and moved a few back to her house;
the nursing home shrunk its onsite herd to four
goats: Thelma and Louise, Sassy and Oreo.
But fewer goats did not mean less entertainment for
guests. Residents still gather outside to interact with
the (now smaller) herd of goats and visiting families
love to go to the pasture to feed the goats and watch
the caprine residents exploring their surroundings.
“I think the residents and visitors just really like
being outside and like watching the goats jump
and play,” Whitman says. “When there are babies
out there, it’s like watching one of those adorable
YouTube videos of jumping kids come to life.”
The goats live at the nursing home from April to
October and spend the winters back on Whitman’s
farm. During the warmer months, Leaf appreciates
that the goats keep the residents active and provide
opportunities for them to socialize with each other and
get some fresh air, adding, “Many of the residents take
daily walks just to see the goats. All we hear all winter
is, ‘When are the goats coming back?’ Having them
out there keeps them mobile and that is good for their
quality of life. We’re very lucky to have them here.”
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JODI HELMER writes about farming and the
environment for Scientific American, NRDC,
Acres USA and Modern Farmer. Her latest
book, Protecting Pollinators: How to Save the
Creatures That Feed Our World, looks at the
importance of bees to the ecosystem. When she
is not writing, Jodi raises goats, chickens, bees,
and one very ornery donkey in North Carolina.
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BREED PROFILE:

Pashmina Goat
by TAMSIN COOPER
BREED: Pashmina wool is fine cashmere,
traditionally derived from the Changthangi breed,
also called Changra (Chang relates to its native
region, the Changthang, and ra means goat), and
known internationally as the Pashmina goat.
ORIGIN: Changthangi goats have roamed the
northern and western zones of the Tibetan Plateau
for centuries. There may be some influence from the
markhor in their ancestry, giving rise to their twisted
horns. Similarly, there is evidence of domestication
of the wild goat in the Indus Valley, where the Sindh
ibex still maintains a wild population that may
have contributed to the Changthangi gene pool.

Nomadic Himalayan
Goat Produces
the Finest Fiber

ABOVE: Herd moving out between stone-walled paddocks.
Photo credit: Eatcha/Wikimedia CC BY-SA 4.0
MAP: Changtang on map by Christophe Cagé/
Wikimedia CC BY-SA 3.0
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HISTORY: Changthangi goats have been herded for
centuries by nomadic pastoralists called Changpa in
the trans-Himalayan region known as Changthang or
Changtang. This arid, mountainous area extends into
Ladakh, India, where the harvesting of Pashmina fiber
is an important source of income for villagers. Each
village appoints shepherds to migrate their mixed goat
and sheep herd over a long-established route of six
to nine miles, although further for some villages. The
routes are agreed between villages to avoid depletion
of pastures. Permanent tents, called Rebo, are sited
along the way for human shelter. Goats are corralled
overnight in paddocks bordered by stone walls. During
the day, goats roam the arid valleys and scarce pastures
afforded by melted snows. As forage declines herds
move to the next camp. This traditional way of life has

Changpa shepherd herds goats out to pasture. Rebo tent in the
background. Photo credit: McKay Savage/flickr CC BY 2.0

shown little change or increase in production. The land
is too inhospitable for agriculture or other human use.
In the 1990s, there was a large increase in demand
for Pashmina wool to service the knitwear industry
in Kashmir, as Pashmina shawls became popular.
However, the rarity of true Pashmina fiber and
the expertise required to create the shawls meant
premium prices. Soon cheap imitations using blends of
cashmere, sheep wool, silk, and viscose were marketed
under the Pashmina name. Government initiatives
aim to encourage the development of the fiber
industry, including the improvement of breeding and
management practices, and conservation of the breed.
CONSERVATION STATUS: Threatened — 158,000
were recorded in Ladakh in 2003, but numbers are
in decline due to high mortality and low returns.
BIODIVERSITY: Although a varied gene pool still
exists, inbreeding is becoming a risk as the
population declines.
STANDARD DESCRIPTION: Small-to-medium-sized,
with large curved or twisting horns and long coats.
Convex face with short, straight ears and no wattles.
COLORING: White is most prevalent and desirable
for fiber. Common are various shades from gray to
black and cream to red-brown, sometimes with
white markings.
HEIGHT TO WITHERS: Yearlings average 20 in.

Changpa shepherd carrying kid.
Photo credit: Narender9/Wikimedia CC BY-SA 3.0

WEIGHT: Females reach 64 lb. by four years old,
while males achieve this weight by three years
old. Growth is insignificant during the winter
due to extreme cold and poor grazing. Yearlings
average 35-44 lb. Meat is generally harvested
from adult animals two to five years of age.
TEMPERAMENT: Alert and cautious, as befits their
roving lifestyle with its risk of predation.
POPULAR USE: Their undercoat provides a soft,
light, ultra-fine cashmere averaging 12-13 microns
thick and about two inches long. It is three times
more insulating than wool, although weaker and
more absorbent, taking dye well. It is harvested
by combing or shearing in late spring, and is
sold to supply the textile industry. For family
consumption, herders milk does during the summer,
and some animals are used for pack or for meat.
PRODUCTIVITY: Average 9 oz. of fiber per animal per
year, ranging from 2 oz. to 23 oz., increasing as goats
mature. Adult males produce most, averaging 14 oz.
ADAPTABILITY: Through centuries, Changthangi
have adapted to harsh conditions and meager pasture,
withstanding extremes of temperature of -40 degrees F
to 104 degrees F, long winters, and high winds at
altitudes of 10,000-17,000 feet. From July to September,
they survive entirely on highland grazing. In winter,
they dig roots from under the topsoil, and lick snow
or ice to hydrate, while shepherds supplement their
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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Photo credit: Rahul Ajmera/Wikimedia CC BY-SA 4.0

diet with dry fodder. Grain is supplied
only in the most severe conditions. Bucks
breed from two years old and does from
18 months between July and November.
A doe may give birth six to eight times
in her lifetime. Twinning is rare and
the mortality rate in young is high.
Abortion and stillbirth are infrequent,
but young often die of respiratory or
nutritional disorders, or due to predation
or exposure. Although kids are sheltered
in corrals or dug into holes in the
mountainside, the severe cold, drought,
and shortage of forage pay their toll.

SOURCE:
Ganai, T. et al. 2011. Characterization
and evaluation of Pashmina producing
Changthangi goat of Ladakh.
Indian J Anim Sci. 81. 592-599.

Photo credit: Rajeev Rajagopalan/flickr CC BY 2.0
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breeders directory

Advertise your favorite breed where it will be seen by thousands of
goat enthusiasts looking for what you have to sell!
Just $40/yr. for listing your breeds, farm name,
your name, address, phone, e-mail & website.
ALPINE
Iowa
D & E DAIRY GOATS, 2977 Linn Buchanan Rd.,
Coggon, IA 52218. 319-350-5819. <rranch@iowa
telecom.net> Facebook: d&edairygoat. Doelings–selling
200 head annually. Breeder bucks available. Alpine,
Saanen.
Missouri
KRAUSE FARMS, Jessica Krause, 4627 SW
Maple Rd, Maysville, MO 64469. 816-724-1834
<aaronleonkrause@gmail.com> <krausefarmsalpines.
webstarts.com> Alpine, French and American. CAE, CL
Neg, Herd tested annually.
Vermont
LAZY LADY FARM REGISTERED ALPINES, 802-7446365. <laini@lazyladyfarm.com> <www.lazyladyfarm.
com> 25 years of breeding for performance and stature.
2300 herd average on 45 does. DHIR testing. CAE and
CL free with annual testing. Records available. Pastured
May to Nov. We produce our own organic hay. Award
winning cheese operation. Bucks are from Mamm-Key
Farm, Tempo Aquila Farm and Redwood Hills. Kidding
season in March. Discounts for group purchases.
www.lazyladyfarm.com

Texas
LATTE DA DAIRY, Anne & Johnny Jones, PO Box
270355, Flower Mound, TX 75027. 817-490-5004.
<lattedadairy@gmail.com> <www.lattedadairy.com>
LaManchas. Also Nubians.

NIGERIAN DWARF
New Mexico
SECOND BLOOM FARM, Deb Wood, 248 Rio
Bravo, White Rock, NM 87547. 505-672-1485.
<seldom@concentric.net> <www.secondbloomfarmnm.
com> Nigerian Dwarf. Excellent milk quality for the
small homestead.

COMPOSITE SAVANNA
Florida
LONG GREY LINE FARM, LLC., Martha Aitken, 282 SW
Mayflower Glen, Fort White, FL 32038. 386-758-2361.
martha@longgreylinefarm.com www.longgreylinefarm.
com. Composite Savanna Meat Goats, Sawyer Spanish
Meat Goats, Welsh Sheepdogs.

KIKO
Wyoming
HEAVEN’S 7 ACRES, 100% NZ Kiko, Jill Johnson,
PO BOX 1658, AFTON, WY 83110. 307-221-0842.
<Heavens7Acres@gmail.com> <www.Heavens7Acres.
com> Kiko.

LAMANCHA
Tennessee
OSBORNE FARM, John & Jane Osborne, 2081
Jamestown Rd., Burlison, TN 38015. 901-491-1709.
<jmo1271@bellsouth.net> LaManchas & Nigerian
Dwarfs.

California
BUTT-HEAD PACK GOATS & EQUIPMENT, Dennis
Willingham, PO Box 333, Rough & Ready, CA 95975.
530-432-0946. <bhpackgoats@hotmail.com> <www.
buttheadpackgoats.com> Halters designed just for
goats, saddles, panniers, goat coat/pack covers.

PYGMY GOATS
California

Pennsylvania
GIBSON FARM, Joe & Stephanie Gibson, Blairsville,
PA 15717, 724-422-0304, <www.gibsongoatfarm.com>
<gibsonfarm.steph@gmail.com> Nigerian Dwarf &
Alpine Dairy Goats.
Texas
JOBI NIGERIANS, Joanne B. Jelke, 4603 Beckermann
Rd., Brenham, TX 77833. 979-836-9303. DHIR Nigerian,
Alpine & Saanen dairy goats.

~ Excellence Remembered Trust Inspired
Since 1982. EXPORT SPECIALIST
~ Whether you need a forever hand-raised
bottle baby or a whole herd.
~ Verified 5-Star Breeder BBB Member

NUBIAN

951-736-1076
debbie@amberwaves.info
amberwavespygmygoats.com

OWL RIDGE FARM, Jan Ham, 255 Owl Ridge Farm Rd.,
Greenbrier, AR 72058. 870-974-1466. <owlridgefarm@
windstream.net> <www.owl-ridge-farm.com> Nubians.

SAANEN

Washington
BELLE-CHEVRE FRENCH AND AMERICAN ALPINES,
Ardell Ainsworth, 238 Patit Rd., Dayton, WA 99328.
509-382-8950. <mountaindell6@gmail.com> Alpine.

PACK GOATS

Arkansas

Colorado

Delaware

JP ACRES, Johnnie Seale, 1941 County Road 207,
Durango, CO 81301. 970-247-9180. Nubians.

RoDi HERITAGE FARMS, Robert & Diana Lawson,
18759 Harbeson Rd., PO Box 4, Harbeson, DE 19951.
302-684-8844. <lawsonbl55@yahoo.com> Saanens.

Oregon

New York

ACE-HI DAIRY GOATS, Margie Singletary, 3747 Lincoln
Dr., Ontario, OR 97914-8713. 541-889-4063. CAE &
CL free, milk & show. Nubians.
R R RESOURCES, Yvonne Roberts, PO Box 809, Merlin,
OR 97532. 541-479-3159. <rycj@yahoo.com> <www.
rrresources.com> Purebred, American & recorded
grade Nubians. DHIR, LA, Show, bred to milk, good
butterfat and longevity.
Tennessee
DAVIS RUN NUBIANS, Davis & Jenny Carr, 1701 Saundersville Rd., Hendersonville, TN 37075. 615-943-5709.
<zaddie@bellsouth.net> <www.DavisRunNubians.
com> Purebred Nubian Dairy Goats.
Texas
LATTE DA DAIRY, Anne & Johnny Jones, PO Box
270355, Flower Mound, TX 75027. 817-490-5004.
<lattedadairy@gmail.com> <www.lattedadairy.com>
Nubians. Also LaManchas.

ZOAR FARMS @ Holy Myrrhbearers Monastery, 144
Bert Washburn Rd., Otego, NY 13825. 607-432-3179.
<myrrhbearers@aol.com> <www.holymyrrhbearers.
com> Purebred & American Saanens, Sables. Tested
free for CAE, Brucillosis.
Ohio
TRANQUIL VALLEY DAIRY, Henry Raber, 55749 TR 87,
Fresno, OH 43824. 330-275-4983. Saanen & Alpine.
Pennsylvania
WORDEN FARM, Bill & Donna Worden, 1881 Bells
Run Rd., Shinglehouse, PA 16748. 814-697-6606.
<dlw@wordenfarm.com> Saanens, LaManchas &
Grades. CAE Free.
Virginia
PICCOLO FARM, Barb & Frank Kruesi, 2831 Bear
Branch Rd., Mouth of Wilson, VA 24363. 276-579-2331.
<piccolofarmva@gmail.com>

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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SAVANNA

TENNESSE FAINTING

Idaho

Massachusetts

BECKSTEAD FARMS, Matt & Melissa Beckstead,
Weston, ID 83286. 208-339-6428 <becksteadfarms@
yahoo.net> <www.becksteadfarms.com > Savanna.

MENDING WALL FARM, Ed & Judy Lowe, PO
Box 722, Assonet, MA 02702. 508-644-5088.
<mendingwall1948@gmail.com> <www.mendingwallfarm.homestead.com> Tennessee Fainting.

Illinois
WEEKLEY SAVANNAS, Jonathan Weekley, Trenton,
IL 62293. 618-402-0535. <jonnyweekley94@gmail.
com> Full Blood, DNA Parent Verified Herd. Savanna.
Indiana
SAND ROAD SAVANNAS, Christine Baize, Owensville, IN 47665. 812-385-2874. <cbaize@yahoo.com>
Savanna.
Missouri
Vaz Savannas, Sharon A. Vazquez, Milan, MO, 63556,
ph 660-292-4572, www.vazsavannas.com, vazsavannas@gmail.com, Fullblood Dna Verified Savanna Herd.
Ohio
BARNHART FARMS, John Barnhart, Wapakoneta,
Ohio, 419-230-8000, <barnhartgoats.com> Savanna
and Kiko meat goats. Registered and commercial stock.
Texas
TEXAS SAVANNAS, Larry Rutledge, 8412 FM 580
E, Kempner, TX 73539. <www.texassavannas.com>
<ldean@yahoo.com> Savanna.

SAANEN
CAPRIKORN FARMS
SAANENS FOR DAIRY FARMERS

caprikornfarms.com

Final Salute to SGCH Caprikorn
Wealth Xtort LA-90

TOGGENBURG
Iowa
BIRCH HAVEN, Doris Gronewold, 479 Dry Hollow Rd., Waterville, IA 52170. 563-535-7203.
<birchhavendairygoats/facebook> Toggenburgs. CL.
L.A. Herd Ave. “90” with High Production over 3,000#
of milk.
DRY CREEK ACRES, Joe Skoda & Melissa O’Rourke,
1849 Whitetail Rd., Decorah, IA 52101. 712-470-3289.
<drycreekacres@hotmail.com> <www.drycreekacres.
com> Toggenburgs. Home of the 2011 and 2012 Junior
National Champions.

VARIOUS
Virginia
SKYLINE, Catherine Deeds, 14450 Oakhurst Ln.,
Orange, VA 22960. 540-672-2538. LaManchas,
Toggenburgs & Nigerian Dwarfs.

WELSH SHEEPDOGS
Florida
LONG GREY LINE FARM, LLC., Martha Aitken, 282
SW Mayflower Glen, Fort White, FL 32038.
386758-2361
martha@longgreylinefarm.com www.
longgreylinefarm.com Welsh Sheepdogs - Licensed
by Welsh Sheepdog Society, Composite Savanna &
Sawyer Spanish meat goats.

2620 Days
31,058 Milk
1,014 Lb. Fat 3.2%
Is there any Saanen left in
the U.S. with 31,000 Lb. lifetime?
FREE Catalog:
Call (301) 834-8030

Live a more sustainable,
self-reliant life!

Prices on web at
caprikornfarms.com
20312 Townsend Road | Gapland, MD 21779
(301) 834-8030

SAWYER SPANISH
Florida
LONG GREY LINE FARM, LLC, Martha Aitken, 282 SW
Mayflower Glen, Fort White, FL 32038. 386-758-2361.
martha@longgreylinefarm.com www.longgreylinefarm.
com. Sawyer Spanish Meat Goats,SGCS Certified
Spanish Herd, Composite Savanna Meat Goats, Welsh
Sheepdogs.
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A Well-Made
Fence Brings
Peace of Mind!

iamcountryside.com
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by

Gail Damerow

From alarm systems to
zoning laws, this book
covers it all. If there’s
a fence in your future,
don’t waste time and
money on an ineffective
system. Make it one
you can rely on.

Visit
iamcountryside.com
/shop
to get your
copy today!
Or call
970-392-4419

associations
THE MINIATURE GOAT REGISTRY(TMGR) Supporting
breeders and owners of the mini-dairy breeds. Shows,
conformation clinics, milk production. 619-417-0989.
www.tmgronline.com

Pedigree International Since 2000, registering
Savanna,TexMaster and others. Offering Breed development tracking and more. 417-327-2774. <http://
PedigreeInternational.com>

GEORGIA DAIRY GOAT BREEDERS—newsletter,
meetings, shows & speaker program. All breeds
welcome. Secretary: John Latimer, 1540 McRee’s Mill
Rd., Watkinsville, GA 30677. 706-769-9460. Visit us
at www.gdgba.org

AMERICAN LAMANCHA CLUB, Deb Macke, Secretary/
Treasurer, N3690 Elmwood Rd., Hawkins, WI 54530.
715-563-0052. <raintreelamanchas@gmail.com>
<www.lamanchas.com>

OBERHASLI BREEDERS OF AMERICA, Ben Peterson,
Secy./Treas., 8580 S Cherry Ave., Fresno, CA 93725.
<petesakeoberhasli@gmail.com> <www.oberhasli.
webs.com>
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goat journal bookstore
Goat Journal Bookstore

For a complete listing of all books available visit our website:
iamcountryside.com/shop; or call 970-392-4419.

BOOKS MAKE GREAT GIFTS!
SAVE
30%

How to Raise Goats
By Carol amundson

Whether you want to raise a dairy
barn full of milkers, one hundred
meat goats for market, a herd
of Angoras for mohair fiber, or a
few Pygmies as pets, this book is
for you. Expert, hands-on advice
makes it easy to get started raising a healthy herd. Longtime goat
farmer Carol Amundson describes
the breeds popular in the United
States and Canada and explains
all the helpful do’s and don’ts. 199 pages.
$19.99
Now $13.99 — Save 30%

SAVE
50%

American Farmstead Cheese
By Paul Kindstedt

This book is the essential resource
for aspiring and experienced
cheesemakers. It is packed with
cheesemaking history, technique,
artistry, and business strategies.
Features include a fully illustrated guide to basic cheesemaking,
explanations of milk composition,
starter cultures, and the chemistry
of cheese, effects of calcium, pH,
salt and moisture, ways to ensure
safety and quality and methods
for analyzing cheese production. 276 pages. Hardcover.

$40.00
Now $20.00 — Save 50%
~ LIMITED QUANTITIES ~

Home Cheese Making
By riCKi Carroll

85 recipes for cheeses and other
dairy products. Among the stepby-step tested recipes for cheese
varieties are farmhouse cheddar,
gouda, fromage blanc, queso
blanco, marscarpone, ricotta, and
30-minute mozzarella. Recipes
for dairy products include crème
fraîche, sour cream, yogurt, kefir,
buttermilk,
and
clotted
cream.
2782018
pages. $16.95
Goat Journal, november/December
2

Raising Dairy Goats
to the Uddermost DVD

SAVE
25%

By Kauffman Brothers motion PiCtures

Embark on a journey learning
about dairy goats on a real-life
farm! From the amazing birth
of a kid caught on camera, to
building simple fences, preventing your goats from getting diseases, choosing the perfect goat,
clipping hooves in real time, and
more, you’re sure to find this video
fun, intriguing, and very educational. 2 hours 3 minutes.

$19.99
Now $14.99 — Save 25%
~ LIMITED QUANTITIES ~

Building Small Barns,
Sheds, & Shelters

SAVE
25%

By monte BurCh

Extend your working, living and
storage areas with low-cost
barns, sheds, and animal shelters. Basic, easy-to-follow construction methods for attractive
outbuildings. 248 pages.
$18.95
Now $14.29 —
Save 25%

Cheese Making DVD
By Kate Johnson

Making cheese at home does not
have to be complicated or difficult. Let Kate Johnson, award-winning cheesemaker and “cheese
coach,” show you how to use basic
ingredients to make a wide variety of cheese in your own kitchen.
Each course will explain the ingredients, tools, and science involved so you’re not just following
a recipe, but truly understanding the methods and reasons
behind them. $29.99 ~ LIMITED QUANTITIES ~
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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Working With Farm Animals

SAVE
25%

By temPle Grandin

Award-winning author Temple Grandin is famous for her groundbreaking approach to
decoding animal behavior. Now she extends her expert guidance to small-scale farming
operations. Grandin’s fascinating explanations of how herd animals think — describing
their senses, fears, instincts, and memories — and how to analyze their behavior, will help
you handle your livestock more safely and effectively. You’ll learn to become a skilled
observer of animal movement and behavior, and detailed illustrations will help you set
up simple and efficient facilities for managing a small herd of 3 to 25 cattle or pigs, or
5 to 100 goats or sheep. 388 pages.
$19.99
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

Country Life Coloring Book
By Caitlyn KeeGan

The Good Living Guide to Keeping
Sheep and Other Fiber Animals
By Janet Garman

45 ready-to-color pages
include a mixture of intricately
hand-lettered phrases and
charming scenes of farm life
and outdoor beauty —
including chickens, honey bees
on flowers, and barns.
45 pages, $12.95

NEW!

A comprehensive and inspiring guide
to small-scale fiber farming and
wool crafting. The proper care of fiber animals leads to a superior yarn
product. Give your animals a good
home and a happy life and enjoy
superior fleece and yarn products for
your own homestead or to sell.
160 pages, $14.99

Book Order Form
Title

Quantity

Book Total

Price

$

Shipping

$

Subtotal

$

WI Residents add
5.5% sales tax

$

$4 first item, $1 each add'l item, Call for Priority & Foreign Rates

Total U.S. Funds $
Name:

Visa

Address:

No.:

City:

Expiration:

State:

Zip:

MC

Discover

AmEx

Phone:

Mail to:
Goat Journal Bookstore, P.O. Box 1848, Carson City, NV 89702
Want Free Shipping?
Upgrade your
subscription
to
ALL-ACCESS
MEMBERSHIP
and
your
books
ship free in the
Become a member and get free
shipping
and
other
perks!
U.S. every day. Visit backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com/all-membership to learn about
Contact
970-392-4419 or visit backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com to learn more!
all the perks of membership or call 970-392-4419. It’s less than $1 more a month!
WWW.countrYSIDenetWorK.com
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ACROSS
5.

Mycobacterium
avium subspecies
_____.

6.

A rennetassisted bloomy
rind cheese.

8.

DOWN
1.

The best fence
for goats is the
one that meets
your _____.

2.

Angie Whitman
takes her goats to
the _____ _____
Nursing Home.

3.

Who developed
the Pygora goat?

4.

Kefir grains
originally
developed
in the _____
_____ area.

7.

Type of fungus
that makes fescue
so dangerous:

9.

_____ is a
hidden labor.

11.

Good quality
_____ helps keep
goats warm from
the inside out.

Pashmina goat.

10. Do not use
copper, zinc,
or _____ when
making kefir.
12. Kids must be
at least _____
months of age
to test for CL.

Name: _________________________________________________

Each issue, we will offer a chance to win official
Goat Journal swag! Enter to win a journal by completing this puzzle,
using answers found in this issue. The winner will be chosen
randomly from all correct submissions returned by March 1, 2020.

Print, fill out, and send to:
Goat Journal
Reader Contest
P.O. Box 566,
Medford, WI 54451

WINNER!

13. The _____
provides a
numeric result,
with the higher
numbers
indicating greater
likelihood of
infection.
15. The mating
season brings
huge changes
in _____.
17.

Goats may need
coats when they
are very young
or very _____.

Print, fill out, then take
a picture and email to:
goatjournal@gmail.com

19. White mold used
in most bloomy
rind cheeses:

Message your answers to:
goatjournal@gmail.com

20. If hay has dust,
that often means
_____ _____.

14. It takes up to
_____ goats to
equal the milk
of one cow.
16. BCS = Body
_____ Score.
18. Emerald Valley
_____.

The winner of the September/October reader contest
is Chris Allen. Enjoy your hat, Chris!
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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A.

B.

C.

A. I am 68 and love to
color! But goats colored
this in memory of my
Jessie. We all miss her.
— Judith Davis
68

D.

B. By Sara P.
— Submitted by
Gidget Peterson.

GOAT JOURNAL | january/february 2020

C. — Submitted by
Eli Radosavlevici,
age 14

D. My goats are my
inspiration. Lots of
color in my herd so lots
of color in my picture.
— Becky Dickson

CO LO R I N G PAG E

Show us your artistic side! Send photos of your finished coloring pages to goatjournal@gmail.com
and we will display them in our next issue. (Be sure to tell us if your goats did the coloring!)

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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STAY TU N E D !
ARE YOU READY FOR KIDDING SEASON?
THE MARCH/APRIL ISSUE OF GOAT JOURNAL
OFFERS VALUABLE STORIES ON:

70
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•

What to do for pregnant
does in distress

•

Can making bread ruin
your cheese project?

•

When to use lutalyse

•

•

Kidding war stories
from the trenches

Permanent goat identification:
the law and your options
as a goat owner

•

The miraculous rescue
of 40% of the world’s
SCI goat population
during a historic flood

•

A breed profile of the Spanish goat

•

PLUS Back from The Vet,
Katherine’s Caprine Corner,
Secret Life of Goats, and MORE!

Prepare for kidding season!
Stock up
now to skip
the rush!

• Prima Heat Lamp
• Ear Tags—custom imprinted!
• The Shepherd’s Choice™ Milk Replacer
• Kid Covers
• Scales & Kid Sling or Cradle
• Buckets & Bucket Teat Units
• Pritchard Teats/Nipples
• Prolapse Harness & Retainer
• Marking Supplies/Tools
• Docking & Castrating Tools
• SuperLube & OB Gloves
• LAC-TEK Auto-Feeding Machine
• Feeding Bottles/Holders
• PrimaGates™
• Creep Feeder Gate
• Wire Panels
…and much more!

premier1supplies.com • 800-282-6631

The “Natural” Choice…

Match
Momma’s Milk
Mother's milk is naturally
high in casein—the same
protein found in skim milk
powder. Caseins are slowly
absorbed after ingestion,
whereas whey protein is
quickly absorbed. That’s
why cheaper, whey-based
milk formulas often result
in bloating and digestion
problems.

Try Lamb & Kid Milk today!

5 OFF

$

Shepherd’s Choice™
Milk Replacer

Take $5 OFF the purchase of up to 3 bags (25 lb
or 50 lb) of The Shepherd’s Choice™ Milk Replacer.
Enter the promotional code CHOICEMILK during
checkout to take advantage of this special pricing.
ONLINE PROMO CODE

CHOICEMILK
Promo code applies to the retail price of The Shepherd’s Choice™ brand milk replacer (25 lb or 50 lb
bags) purchased at premier1supplies.com. Discount is applied to each bag, limited to a maximum
of 3 bags per customer. Promo code may be used only once. Offer expires May 31, 2020.

It doesn’t pay to skimp
on quality. Try Lamb & Kid
Milk Replacer with your
ﬂock and see the difference!

25 lb BAG

$42.90*
50 lb BAG

$83.35*
* excludes
shipping charges

Contact us for FREE catalogs!
Goat & Sheep Supplies • Electric Fencing • Poultry Products

